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ABSTRACT
REMOTE LABS AND SWITCHING CIRCUIT
Aashish Nimbekar, M.S.
Department of Electrical Engineering
Northern Illinois University, 2018
Dr. Mansour Tahernezadi, Director

This project developed a remote laboratory facility using Arduino board for ELE356
computer engineering lab. The developed experiments can be accessed remotely over the web
using a suitable graphical user interface (GUI). The GUI also provides the remote users with live
video feed using a IP / Camera — providing them with real-time feedback. Also, remote users can
upload their own program to test and analyze the interfaces made with the Arduino board. The
remote user will also be able to get a real-time feedback and download data for offline analysis.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Laboratories involve the user to directly interact with the equipment for performing certain
actions like turning the switch on/off, adjusting the rotary knob and receive audio, visual or tactile
feedbacks. In a remote laboratory, the user has access to control the equipment in the laboratory
through a user interface provided by the remote infrastructure. The remote infrastructure bridges
the gap between the user and the laboratory equipment.
Many of the remote laboratories that have been designed so far use a standalone computer
for controlling the equipment and a dedicated server to provide access to the users. These
laboratory designs have a complex system design. A lot of hardware and software tools are
required to put these systems together. To overcome the design complexity, development boards
can be adopted to perform the task of the standalone computer.
There is a high demand for access to remote laboratories by the students. The proposed
system also provides a Graphical User Interface (GUI) over the web to access the remote
laboratory. The GUI is developed using open source tools like HTML, CSS and JavaScript.
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Problem Statement
The idea is to develop a laboratory setup in the university that can be accessed remotely from
any location using a computer. The major challenges with laboratories are that they cannot be
accessed outside of normal operating hours, not all equipment is available in a single laboratory,
and managing access to all students in the laboratory. These problems can be addressed by
implementing a remote laboratory. The main aspect of a remote laboratory is to have a two-way
communication between the remote user and the laboratory equipment. To accomplish that, an
application must be created to integrate the server side and the user side. A solution to this is to
use a freely available general-purpose programming language like Python. Additional tools like
JavaScript and HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) make the implementation much easier.
Providing GUI (Graphical User Interface) also provides a better communication between the user
and the equipment as well as tackles the problem of accessing inflexibility. Using these opensource tools is cost effective and more efficient.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Much has been said and done concerning online experiments in science and engineering. In
general terms, online labs comprise a range of real or virtual resources, including various types
of test and measurement equipment, and complement the theoretical contents offered by elearning platforms. Online labs may provide access to real workbenches supporting web access
(so-called remote experiments), to simulation environments (virtual experiments) or to a
combination of both (mixed-reality experiments). However, most of the work done in this area
was essentially of a technical nature, supported by engineering / computer science institutions,
with a small or non-existent participation of educational sciences. As a result, the literature
concerning pedagogical evaluation of online labs is very scarce, and the arguments pro and con
are largely based on commonsense arguments, without supporting evidence from field trials. The
rationale of the labs-on-the-web project consisted of preparing such trials and gathering evidence
to identify the benefits and limitations of offering web access to workbenches used by
engineering students.
Practical experience is significantly an advanced learning tool across all areas of study.
Traditionally practical knowledge is gained in educational laboratories. Over the years, the
nature of these traditional laboratories has changed. Traditional laboratories consist engineering
systems, which are developed for hands-on experience. So, customizing is needed for the
equipment in order to access it from a remote place over the internet. We have three types of
laboratories: normal laboratories, virtual laboratories and remote laboratories (Yeats, 2013).
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Normal laboratories are traditional laboratories, where students should perform tasks on original
hardware tools, also known as hands-on experience. Virtual laboratories provide software
simulations for original experiment setup. “Remote Laboratories allow users to perform a range
of scientific experiments over the internet without being near to the actual equipment”. The main
problem while designing remote laboratories is to find a way for communication between remote
client and technological equipment. By segregating this problem into two tasks, we can solve
this, establishing a link between experiment setups to the server PC and establishing another link
between remote clients to the server PC. A technology installed in the server PC plays a vital role
for secure connection, speed and queues.
Figure 1 shows a general block diagram of an online lab and may be used to represent the
three types of online experiments that were referred in the introductory section – remote, virtual
and mixed-reality. A remote lab offers web access to the workbench hosting the experiment in
the campus lab. A virtual lab provides a simulation framework that may be hosted in the elearning server itself, or downloadable to the client’s computer. Mixed-reality labs are the most
complex and offer a combination of simulation models and physical devices / equipment. The
following aspects are particularly worth of mention concerning Figure 1.
1. Online means that the users carry out the experiment via a communications network,
irrespective of the physical distances separating participants and equipment. Students and
teachers may or may not be present in the university campus.
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2. Online labs may or may not include a real campus lab. The lab server and the workbench will
not exist in the case of a virtual lab but will be present in the case of remote or mixed-reality
labs.
3. Online experiments are of little use just by themselves. An experiment is intended to
consolidate theoretical knowledge, provided by an e-learning platform under multiple forms
(slides, lecture notes, quizzes, group activities, etc.). Any online lab should therefore be
associated with an e-learning server, offering the theoretical framework that supports the
experiments proposed to the students.
4. Remote labs comprise one or more workbenches with web access. In very simple cases, the
workbench equipment may contain its own web server (e.g. in the case of experiments based on
microweb server technology), but the usual solution consists of combining a workbench with a
lab server (e.g. in the case of NI-ELVIS workbenches).
5. The e-learning server and the lab server may or may not be interconnected (dotted line in
Figure 1). The former is a preferred solution, since it enables the remote experiment to be seen
by the students just as another e-learning content. In this case, the e-learning server will also
offer a scheduling application that enables the students to book access time, therefore helping
them to plan their activities.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of an online lab.
A number of research groups have developed remote laboratories using software tools like
LabVIEW and MATLAB in different teaching, research and industrial fields. LabVIEW
software is a flexible programming environment that can help building a remote laboratory. To
control experiment setup from a remote area using LabVIEW, the control panel should be shared
on web browsers. “These requires a (free) plug-in to run the experiments and have not yet been
adapted to modern mobile devices” (Garcia-Zubia & Alves, 2007). The control panel is also
called Graphical User Interface and it contains all the input and output controls of an experiment
arranged in an easily understandable way. When user requests for a control of the experiment,
LabVIEW enables a secure connection between user and server using TCP/IP Ethernet protocol.
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While the experiment tools are being used, it will keep incoming requests in queue. The main
drawbacks of this system are LabVIEW is not open-source software; it is an expensive tool, and
clients should download a plug-in, which is about 400MB.
Figure 2. shows the GUI which is designed using HTML, CSS for home automation. User
can turn ON and OFF different loads (fan, light, and heater) remotely using this graphical user
interface. User can also monitor and the desired temperature using the GUI.

Figure 2: Remote laboratory design at Northern Illinois University (Pramod, 2014).
Figure 3. shows the GUI which is designed using HTML, CSS. With the help of this GUI
user can remotely flash four example programs that flash different programs on each selection as
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follows. LCD Display: On click, a pre-written Arduino program to enable LCD will be flashed.
This pre-program writes “remote flash” and counting seconds to the LCD. LED Shift: On click, a
pre-written program to enable LEDs shift from left to right will be flashed. Seven Segment
Display: On click, a pre-written Arduino program to display a countdown from 20-16 in 7
segment displays will be flashed. Stepper Motor: On click, a pre-written Arduino program to
move the stepper motor in clockwise and anti-clockwise directions will be flashed.
Temperature: On click, a pre-written Arduino program gets current temperature values and
writes them on client’s web page.

Figure 3: Remote microcontroller flash design at Northern Illinois University (Vakati, 2015).
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Figure 4 shows a workbench that was set up to support remote experiments in a
microprocessor course offered to second-year electrical and computer engineering students.
The remote workbench illustrated in Figure 5 provided real-time video feedback using the
webcam as shown. After scheduling their access time on Moodle (the e-learning platform
selected to host theoretical contents and lab scripts), the students did their assignments using the
interface windows shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.

Fig.4 Lab server and workbench hardware.

Fig.5 Closeup view showing the webcam.

Figure 6 shows the code upload / execution command window. Since most microprocessor
lab assignments are proposed as team work, the interface panel shown in Figure 7 supports
videoconferencing and text chat. Figure 5 also shows the real-time video feedback provided by
the remote workbench webcam that is visible in Figure 4
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Fig. 6: Code upload and execution.

Fig.7:Input-output control and video conferencing.

(Martins-Ferreira, University of Porto (FEUP), Portugal)
The other approach of building remote laboratories is using MATLAB combined with
Simulink software (Esche, 2012). In this case, Java programming technology is used for
development of an own application. This Java program uses a multi-threading approach to
improve performance and handle multiple MATLAB sessions at a time. JMatLink library
enables the connection to MATLAB from Java servlets. These can be later approached from the
web browser via HTTP. The servlet functionality can open and initialize MATLAB engine, start
all simulations, get results and send them to the client application. Of course, finally it enables
user to close the connection with MATLAB application(Figure 8). The client application is
dynamically generated by the web server. It serves for the user interaction with the remote
system. Except of PHP we can use AJAX approach that enables asynchronous modification of
the web page. Drawbacks of this method are MATLAB is also an expensive tool like LabVIEW;
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it is not an open source program.To control the experiment, the client should download java
applets/AJAX software tools for their browsers, and MATLAB is no longer supporting remote
laboratory tools (Esche, 2012).

Figure 8: Block diagram of remote laboratory using MATLAB (Esche, 2012).
There are so many other ways of implementing remote laboratories: ELAB, VLAB at
Northern Illinois University, iLab Shared Architecture at MIT, remote laboratory using .Net,
eclipse SCADA, SQL, and JAVA (Hashemian, 2007; García Zubía and Alves) 2007). Some of
the architectures are show below in Figure 9 and 10.

Figure 9: The iLab shared architecture: a web services infrastructure to build communities of
internet-accessible laboratories.
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Figure 10: Remote laboratory using Microsoft Visual Studio .Net ( García-Zubía & Alves,2007).
In e-Labs, first we connect and communicate from a distance with an FPGA board, sitting
in the lab, through a remote laboratory access system, called e-Lab, shown in the figure 11. eLab is composed of a data acquisition hardware in conjunction with a software interface, residing
on a laboratory PC. It uses National Instruments LabVIEW software and the hardware.
With e-Lab, a user has control over turning the board on/off, pushing buttons and switches
through a GUI. In the second part, a remote computer accesses the lab PC through the Internet,
and the lab PC becomes a slave computer.
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Figure 11: e-Labs (Remote Laboratories at NIU and Beyond – Dr. Hashemian 2016)
vLabs are a high-speed, multi-access, parallel processing, remote laboratory access for FPGA
design technology (Figure 12). No extra hardware/interface, parallel communication,or multiple
access in needed.

Figure 12: V-Labs (Remote Laboratories at NIU and Beyond – Dr. Hashemian 2016)
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CHAPTER 3
PROPOSAL
The primary goal of this research is to design a remote laboratory with cost effectiveness;
ease of access, and expands to the ability of students to engage hands-on learning. Free and open
source software plays a vital role for designing these types of laboratories, so I chose Python and
Linux operating system on the server.
This research is divided into three parts:


Remote lab development for Computer Engineering II



Logic (bus) analyzer development.



Switching Circuit development.

3.1 System Block Diagram For Remote Labs and Switching Circuit
One of the better ways to provide easy access to remote laboratories is using freely available
open-source programming like Python. Python, along with CSS and HTML, provides a better
platform to design and develop GUI for remote laboratories (Figure 13).
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Figure 13: System block diagram.

3.2 Remote Lab Development for Computer Engineering II
Every microcontroller needs to be programmed in order to perform different tasks. The
program instructions inside flash memory navigate the controller to perform pre-defined
operations and help to collect the outputs. To achieve expected outputs, Arduino microcontroller
should be programmed as per the experiment setup. For example, collecting the data from the
sensors and sends the signal pulses to the output devices in particular timing. Practically, the
software inside of controller plays a vital role because the system response completely depends on
the software. Remote flash is a technique that allows users to flash their own program into an
embedded system from a remote area (Pratyaks, 2013). In this part, we will design an embedded
system which contains all the labs from Computer Engineering II to analyze remote flash. Arduino
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is one of the best microcontrollers available in the market to design an embedded system. We have
taken an Arduino Mega to design this system and used Python software in the server to handle the
uploaded files.
The system design can be divided into three main blocks: Experiment setup, Server,
Client(Figure 14). The Experiment set-up could be any combination of input and output devices
such as microphone, phototransistor, LEDs, motors, and sensors. We have designed an embedded
system with different output devices and they are LEDs, servomotor and a bar graph.

Figure 14: Block diagram of remote laboratory for Computer Engineering II
A serial communication is established between the Server and Experiment setup in order to
achieve remote flash. Python is one of the open-source software tools available in the market to
build a simple server. When a user uploads his/her program to the server, it should handle the
incoming files and store them in its data base to process further for remote flash. A Python script
helps to handle the files and their names in the server. In this method, user does not need any plugins to operate and test the hardware parts from a remote area. Client PC just needs an internet
connection and a latest version browser like Firefox, Opera, Chrome, or Safari.
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3.2.1 Experiment Setup
The main idea of this research is to design a system that can be reprogrammable from
anywhere and anytime. We have used an Arduino Mega-2560 (Arduino Mega, 2015)
microcontroller board as an input/output device which can be programmable to achieve desired
results. All the lab experiments of ELE 356 Computer Engineering II are connected to Arduino
Mega input and output pins.
The system is connected to a USB server. All the lab experiments will operate on 5V. A
speaker and servomotor is connected to Arduino Nano board which will be used in some of the
lab experiments. An IP camera is connected to the internet using an Ethernet cable and fixed on
top of the system to view the real-time video while experimenting.

3.2.2 Server
The server is a computer which handles all incoming visitors and responds to the users for
their inputs. This experiment mainly deals with uploading files, so CPU must be 2.66 GHz 128
cache or above, RAM should be 2GB or above and minimum database space should be 10GB.
Our server is installed with Ubuntu 14.10 version operating system rather than Windows, which
allows an easy access to the installed software tools from the terminal. Python is an open-source
software that provides variety of modules to develop applications,integrated into the server. A
Python script using Tornado module can turn any computer into as Server. Taking the advantage
of Tornado module, we designed a server and the further steps are explained below (Tornado,
2015).
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Uploading and Storing the User Files
The procedure of remote flash can be divided into two parts:1.handling and storing the
uploaded file in the server data base and 2. uploading that file to the Arduino Mega. When a user
tries to upload his or her own program to experiment on remote flash, the server should handle
the file name, format and size of incoming file. If all of them satisfy as per the required then it
should store the incoming file in the database for next steps. In order to upload a file, user must
have an upload option in the GUI. Upload procedure can be a PHP or a HTML based on the
designer knowledge. The steps to design an upload page using HTML are described below:
<form enctype="multipart/form-data" action="/upload"
method="post">
File: <input type="file" name="file1" />
<input type="submit" value="upload" </form>
The security of incoming file is an important issue while dealing with internet. HTML offers
different encryption methods to solve this issue. The browse button allows the user to choose a file
from user’s system. When user presses the Upload button the next step is to check the file format
and name of incoming file. The incoming file name should be the same as in the Python script.
However, users may not rename their files as in the instructions, so we need to process the
incoming file in Python to change its name and to check the file format. Arduino only takes ‘.ino’
formatted files in its flashing process. Once the incoming file is processed, it should be stored in a
particular folder by replacing the previously uploaded file.
file1 = self.request.files['file1'][0]
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original_fname = file1['filename']
extension = ".ino"
fname = "blink"
final_filename= fname+extension
output_file = open("/home/azad /" + final_filename, 'w')
output_file.write(file1['body'])
AVRDUDE is one of the compiler tools available which helps to flash a file into an
Arduino board. There are different Arduino boards available in the market. While flashing the
recent stored file into the Arduino board, the specifications should be declared. AVRDUDE
checks these specifications and the port number in a text file named ‘Makefile’. For every flash
we need to create this Makefile in the same folder where the user’s file is stored. The Makefile
should look like as shown below:
BOARD_TAG = Mega
ARDUINO_PORT = /dev/ttyACM0
ARDUINO_LIBS =
ARDUINO_DIR = /usr/share/arduino
include ../Arduino.mk
By sending simple commands like ‘make’ and ‘make upload’ to the AVRDUDE from
Python, it starts compiling the recent program in the specified folder. ‘OS’ module allows Python
to manipulate the operating system features. The compiler returns errors if there are any syntax
errors; if not, it uploads the file to Arduino board. The success or failure messages should be
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displayed back to the user. To do that we have to get the terminal procedure lines while it is
executing and save that as a text file. This will be the easiest way of showing the error messages
on the client’s browser. Last line of the below code does the same job; it takes all the lines of
terminal window into an outputfile.txt and saves them in a specific memory path of the server.
The outputfile.txt contains all the error messages and successful messages. Python Tornado
server can directly read the lines from the file and writes the data on the web page (Tornado,
2015).
os.system("make clean")
os.system("make")
os.system('sudo make upload 2>&1 | tee ~/outputfile.txt')
The ‘output’ text file is further filtered and processed to remove unwanted lines from it.
Python writes ‘Success’ message if there are no errors; otherwise, it will display error line
including the error category and line number in user’s program.

3.2.3 Clint PC
Client will be redirected to the GUI web page on a request to control. The GUI is designed
using HTML, CSS as shown in Figure 15.
Figure 15 shows the instruction page of the project. If user wants to test the respective lab
code they should know all the hardware and their connection to the Arduino board for that lab.
This page contains all the hardware connection instruction for ELE 356 lab experiments. For
example first instruction: Lab 1 is Lab 3 in lab handout. Please use (inbuild) LED 22 for lab
programming. This means Lab 1 on the Lab. Exp. page is Lab 3 from the lab handout and user
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should use the inbuild LED for testing their code for that lab. Please refer Fig. 16 for Lab Exp.
page.

Figure 15: User interface for instruction page
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Figure 16: User interface for laboratory experiments.
Figure 16 shows the user interface for ELE 356 lab experiments. There are three different
sections. First section deals with all the test codes for ELE 356 labs and projects. Second section
deals with user codes; in this section, students can upload their code to Arduino and check the
code. And the third section will help students to test their code for lab experiments and project.
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First section contains all the reference code for ELE 356 labs and project for students.
Students can click on the different lab/project buttons. On click, Arduino code related to that
lab/project will flash into Arduino board and student can see the output on user interface. Here
Lab 1 button corresponds to Laboratory 3, Lab 2 button corresponds to Laboratory 6, Lab 3
button corresponds to Laboratory 7, Lab 4 button corresponds to Laboratory 7 extra credit part,
Lab 5 button corresponds to Laboratory 8 and Project 1,2,3 buttons corresponds to different parts
of the project for the ELE 356 course. Brief description about all the labs are given below. All
the lab handouts can be found in the appendix D of this report.
In second section, students can test their code and see the results on the user interface.
Students will click on the Select File button and file upload box will open. Then student has to
select the respective Arduino code from their computer. After selecting the proper file, the
Upload button will get activated. At this time, student can click on Upload button or can select
the different Arduino code. After clicking on the upload button, the user program will flash into
the Arduino board and user can see this result of this code on the user interface via IP camera.

3.2.4 List of Experiments for ELE 356 Computer Engineering II Class
1.

ELE356 Lab1- Basic Functionality: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to examine

the basic functionality of the Arduino microcontroller board.
2.

ELE356 Lab2- Program comparison assembly and C language: The purpose of this

laboratory exercise is to examine an assembly language program as embedded into the C compiler
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used by Arduino. The assembly code for a blink program will be examined and compared to the
C version supplied by Arduino examples.
3.

ELE356 Lab3- SOS programming: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to examine

the basic functionality of the Arduino microcontroller board using digital I/O and timers.
4.

ELE356 Lab4- Assembly programming using Atmel AVR: The purpose of this laboratory

exercise is to examine the execution of an assembly program using Atmel AVR 7.0.
5.

ELE356 Lab5- C programming using Atmel AVR: The purpose of this laboratory exercise

is to examine the execution of an assembly program using Atmel AVR 7.0.
6.

ELE356 Lab6- 6 LEDs using 3 IO pins: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to

examine the basic functionality of the Arduino microcontroller board and learning how to set up
three port pins to drive six LEDs through combinations of ones and zeroes while setting others as
inputs to drive one LED at a time.
7.

ELE356 Lab7- Potentiometer-LED intensity: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to

examine the extended functionality of the Arduino microcontroller board using analog inputs and
internal hardware such as the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and the pulse width modulator
(PWM), digital to analog output method.
8.

ELE356 Lab8- Running bargraph: The purpose of this project is to examine the extended

functionality of the Arduino microcontroller board using advanced I/O hardware, specifically the
serial peripheral interface (SPI).
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9.

ELE356 Lab9-Final project: The purpose of this project is to examine the extended

functionality of the Arduino microcontroller board using advanced I/O hardware, specifically the
serial peripheral interface (SPI) and the analog-to-digital converter (ADC).
Figure 17 and 18 shows actual connection diagram for all the lab experiments and the
component placing diagram for computer engineering II lab. Instruction about the connection
diagram are given on the instruction page of the GUI as shown in Figure 15 above.
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Figure 17: Circuit diagram of ELE 356 Labs.

Figure 18: Component placement for ELE 356 Lab Experiment.
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Figure 19: Schematic diagram for ELE 356 lab experiment.
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3.3 Logic (bus) Analyzer Development
There are three types of logic analyzer :
•

Modular LA - consist of both a chassis or mainframe and logic analyzer modules

•

Portable LA - referred to as standalone LA, integrate everything into a single package

•

PC-Based LA - connect to a computer through a USB or Ethernet connection and relay the
captured signals to the software on the computer.

Here we are using Saleae PC-based LA to analyze I2C protocol between two controllers.

3.3.1 I2C Protocol
I2C is a very common communication protocol typically used by microcontrollers to
communicate with various peripheral ICs, typically on the same PCB. The I2C protocol is a
synchronous serial interface that uses one clock channel (SCL) and one data channel (SDA). The
analyzer will parse the address, direction (read/write) data and ACK/NAK frame from I2C
transactions. It will also use markers to indicate the start and stop conditions.
In this project, Saleae’s LA will act as a slave to host computer. We will connect Saleae to
host computer via USB. We can use the inbuilt functionality of Saleae’s LA of USB digital
oscilloscope, arbitrary function generator, digital logic analyzer, pattern generator, virtual digital
I/O including buttons, switches, LEDs, and bus analyzers for our lab projects. With Saleae’s LA
we can access all its functionality remotely via host computer. Peripherals on the bus each have
their own address. Among other reasons, I2C is attractive because it is highly standardized.
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Please refer to Figure 20 connection diagram. Here Arduino Mega (master) is connected to
Arduino Nano (slave) controller over I2C bus. With Saleae’s LA we are tapping that I2C bus as
shown in the Figure 21 and displaying the data flow of I2C protocol from master device to slave
device.

Figure 20: Block diagram of I2C bus analyzer.

Figure 21: I2C waveform from Saleae’s bus analyzer.
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3.3.2 I2C Analyzer
As shown in Figure 20, here we are using two controllers (Arduino Mega and Arduino
Nano). We’ve connected the two controllers over I2C bus. SDA (pin 20) and SLC (pin 21) pins
from Arduino Mega are connected to SDA (pin 4) and SLC (pin 5) of Arduino Nano. Here we
are using Saleae’s logic analyzer for tapping the I2C bus between the controller, so that we can
monitor the data flow between the controllers. User interface for the logic analyzer circuit is
shown in Figure 22. From this user interface, user can upload the program to Arduino Mega and
Arduino Nano controllers. User can upload their program to Arduino Mega from the first
window and to Arduino Nano from the second window. User can decide if they want to program
Arduino mega as master or Arduino Nano as master. User has the choice to program the
controllers as Master or slave.
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c
1st Window

Figure 22: User Interface for I2C Bus analyzer

2nd Window
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3.4 Switching Circuit Development
Switching circuit can be used to switch between different loads (resistor, capacitor) in the
circuit. A general-purpose relay switching module organized as a matrix can be used to create
circuits remotely. The module may include an optional separate arrangement for connecting
instruments as well as components, thus, making it an online store that may accommodate
components for a number of lab exercises.

3.4.1 Need of Switching Circuit
Most students performing electrical experiments in hands-on laboratories create circuits on
breadboards using components that the teacher provides from a component store. A generalpurpose relay switching module organized as a matrix can be used to create circuits remotely.
Apart from control circuitry, such a module consists of a large number of electro-mechanical
relays. The module may include an optional separate arrangement for connecting instruments as
well as components, thus making it an online store that may accommodate components for a
number of lab exercises. Fig. 23 shows an example of a matrix structure. The module could be
used to create a circuit with up to Cn nodes (tiepoints) connecting up to Rm leads and pins of
components and instruments.
Unfortunately, the size of a general-purpose switching module in terms of the number of
relays increases rapidly with the maximum number of nodes (tie points) of the circuits possible
to create and the number of components of the online store. However, each experiment of most
lab sessions has a purpose, for example, to verify Kirchhoff’s voltage law, and the circuit to be
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used is drawn in the lab guide. Thus, usually a student creates only one circuit per experiment
including modifications, if any, and wiring mistakes.
Furthermore, some circuits possible to create using a general-purpose switching module
may be meaningless or destructive. Put together this means that not every relay will be or should
be used; it is possible to design a switching relay matrix optimized for lab sessions in remote
laboratories.

Denotes a single pole relay switch

Figure 23. General purpose switching module comprising Rm x Cn relay switches.
Figure 24 is the circuit diagram and component placement diagram for the switching
circuit. Here there are 16 relays, 7 capacitors and 2 digital potentiometers in the circuit. We can
use all different combination of relays to connect different capacitors and resistors in the circuit.
To operate switching circuit, users have to select the relay by using radio button. Different relays
can be selected to have different combinations of the capacitors and resistances.
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Figure 24: User interface for switching circuit.

3.4.2 Switching Circuit Operation:
Switching circuit can be used to switch between different loads (resistor, capacitor) in the
circuit. A general-purpose relay switching module organized as a matrix can be used to create
circuits remotely. Here we are using 16 relays to create 4X4 relay matrix as shown in the Fig.24.
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Capacitors of different value and digital potentiometer of (0 to10K Ohm) are connected in
between the relays as shown in the Fig. 24. The lookup table will show us the value for the
digital potentiometer.
Operation of Switching Circuit
The switching circuit consists of 16 relays, 7 capacitors , 2 digital potentiometers and 2
shift resistors. Here the circuit is using two shift resistor IC’s 74HC595, as an 8-bit serial-in,
serial- or parallel-out shift register with output latches; 3-state. In other words, you can use it to
control eight outputs at a time while only taking up a few pins on your microcontroller.
How this all works is through something called "synchronous serial communication," i.e.,
you can pulse one pin up and down thereby communicating a data byte to the register bit by bit.
It's by pulsing second pin, the clock pin, that you delineate between bits. This is in contrast to
using the "asynchronous serial communication" of the Serial.begin() function which relies on the
sender and the receiver to be set independently to an agreed-upon specified data rate. Once the
whole byte is transmitted to the register, the HIGH or LOW messages held in each bit get
parceled out to each of the individual output pins. This is the "parallel output" part, having all the
pins do what you want them to do all at once.
The "serial output" part of this component comes from its extra pin which can pass the
serial information received from the microcontroller out again unchanged. This means you can
transmit 16 bits in a row (2 bytes) and the first eight will flow through the first register into the
second register and be expressed there. You can learn to do that from the second example:
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"3 states" refers to the fact that you can set the output pins as either high, low or "high
impedance." Unlike the HIGH and LOW states, you can’t set pins to their high impedance state
individually. You can only set the whole chip together.
In this particular project the 16 LEDs are driven with only 3 Arduino pins. The key element
is shift register(Figure 25). Each 74HC595 shift register can drive up to eight relays and by daisy
chaining registers it is possible to extend Arduino three pins to infinite number (for a great
number of registers, there could be a problem with clock which is required for shift registers).

Figure 25: Pin out for shift register IC.
The circuit connections are as follows:
- GND (pin 8) to ground
- Vcc (pin 16) to 5V
- OE (pin 13) to ground
- MR (pin 10) to 5V
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- DS (pin 14) to Arduino pin 11
- SH_CP (pin 11) to Arduino pin 12
- ST_CP (pin 12) to Arduino pin 8
Connect the second shift register exactly the same, but connect the DS (pin 14) to first
register pin 9. After that connect pins1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 15 from both registers to LEDs. This
connection makes all the pins always active and addressable: however, when the Arduino is
powered up some of the LEDs may be turned on. Solution for this is to connect MR (pin 10) and
OE (pin 13) to Arduino directly, but this way you have to sacrifice two Arduino pins.
To add more shift registers, connect them like the second register. Always connect MR and OE
pins directly to Arduino and DS pin to previous register.
For example, to select Pot1, if user selects R13, R9 and R12, then the circuit will get
connected as shown above in Figure 23. If user wants to use 2.2uF capacitor in circuit, then
relays R15, R11 and R12 should be ON and then the circuit will get connected as shown in
Fig.27 . If user wants to use 10uf capacitor, then relays R14, R10 and R12 should be ON to get
the output at the output pins. If user wants to use digital potentiometer Pot1, then relays R13, R9
and R12 should be ON and user must put a value in the Pot1 box (value range 1-127). Each value
corresponds to resistance value which is given is lookup table. Users can make series and parallel
connection by selecting the proper relay combination. For example, if user wants to use two
potentiometer Pot 1 and Pot 2 in series then relays R13, R5 and R8 should be ON.If user wants
to connect 2.2uF capacitor in parallel with Pot1 potentiometer, then relays R15, R13, R9, R11
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and R12 should be ON and user should put the resistance value in the Pot 1 box. Similarly user
can try multiple combinations of capacitor and resistance using the proper relay combination.

Figure 26 Active circuit path for potentiometer 1.
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Figure 27 Active circuit path for capacitor 2.2uf
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Figure 28: Circuit diagram of switching circuit.

Figure 29: Component placement for switching circuit.
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CHAPTER 4
SOFTWARE
4.1 Starting the Server
To start the server, the Tornado Python script should be executed (Tornado, 2015). The figure
30 shows the program data flow in the server system. At the beginning of the program Python
takes all the modules required for the operation using import method. It tries to open the serial
port; it produces an error if the serial port is already being used or if the serial port mentioned is
not found. Once it opens the serial port it can communicate with the Arduino board. The server
script needs all the HTML/CSS files when a request is made from the client side. It loads all the
files before starting the server and whenever a request is made it will transfer the files to the client’s
browser as a web page. It will exit and shows the error type messages if anything is wrong in the
procedure.
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Figure 30 Server startup flowchart.

4.2 User Request and Web User Interface
The provided website URL takes the user to a HTML page containing all the GUI controls
of an experiment. Client can choose different inputs from the GUI and based on inputs the server
responds to the user. The program dataflow between the client and the server is show in the Figure
31. The server establishes a new connection if any user enters the provided URL. It waits until the
user sends some input data. After getting an input from the user, the HTML code calls the Java
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script written in JQuery. JQuery assigns input request to a variable. Assigned variable is passed to
the Python server and the Python script compares the client’s input command with the pre-defined
commands.If they are equal, then Python sends the appropriate pre-defined characters to the
Arduino board. If the input command does not match with the pre-defined commands, then the
Python can raise an error on the client’s web page as “404 not found”.
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Appendix B – Section 1

Appendix B – Section 2

Appendix B – Section 3

Appendix B – Section 4

Appendix B – Section 5

Appendix B – Section 6

Appendix B – Section 7

Figure. 31 Flowchart for handling user request
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CHAPTER 5
PCB DESIGN PROCESS
A printed circuit board (PCB) mechanically supports and electrically connects electronic
components using conductive tracks, pads and other features etched from copper sheets laminated
onto a non-conductive substrate. Components (e.g. capacitors, resistors or active devices) are
generally soldered on the PCB. Advanced PCBs may contain components embedded in the
substrate. PCB can be single sided (one copper layer), double sided (two copper layers) or multilayer (outer and inner layers). Conductors on different layers are connected with vias. Multi-layer
PCBs allow for much higher component density. Here we are using FR-10 glass epoxy as the
primary insulating substrate. A basic building block of the PCB is an FR-10 panel with a thin layer
of copper foil laminated to one or both sides. In multi-layer boards, multiple layers of material are
laminated together.
When the board has no embedded components, it is more correctly called a printed wiring
board (PWB) or etched wiring board. However, the term “printed wiring board” has fallen into
disuse. A PCB populated with electronic components is called a printed circuit assembly (PCA),
printed circuit board assembly or PCB assembly (PCBA). The IPC preferred term for assembled
boards is “circuit card assembly” (CCA), and for assembled backplanes it is “backplane
assemblies.” The term PCB is used informally both for bare and assembled boards.
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5.1 Using Etching Solution
Step 1: First you need to design the board using a service like Eagle, Fritzing or you can even just
use Adobe Illustrator if you know exactly what you want. And remember to flip the design
once you have it complete before you print it out.
Step 2: Print out the design onto the shiny side of the transfer paper.
Step 3: Sand the copper plate so there is a rough surface for the design to stick to when transferred.
Starting from this point on you should use surgical gloves to handle the copper plate and
etching solution.This helps avoid getting oils on the copper and chemicals on your hands.
Then sanding does an extra good job on the edges.
Step 4: Wash the copper with some water and rubbing alcohol and let it dry.
Step 5: Cut out the designs and place them face down on the copper. Try and have some margins
around the design this also helps the ink stick to the plate.
Step 6: Run the copper plate with the design face down through a laminator 5-7 times until the
plate is hot. You can also use an iron instead of a laminator if you don’t have one.
Step 7: After running the plate through a laminator or iron, place the plate into a cold bath and
agitate until the paper floats off.
Step 8: Place the PCB into the etching solution (ferric chloride) and agitate for 25-30 minutes or
until all the copper has dissolved around the design.
Step 9: Once all the copper is gone, rinse it in the water bath, let it dry and use rubbing alcohol to
wipe off the ink transferred onto the PCB.
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Step 10: And now you have an etched PCB board, but you still need to drill the holes.
The best way to drill the holes out of a PCB board is to use a Dremel, 1/32 inch drill bit,
and it would be best to use a Dremel press, but if you can’t do that, you can clamp down the Dremel
and bring the board to the Dremel by hand to drill the holes.
Also since the etching solution eats copper and is somewhat toxic you really should dispose
of it with other hazardous materials and definitely DO NOT POUR IT DOWN THE DRAIN.

5.2 Using PCB Milling Machine
Step 1: First you need to design the board using a service like Eagle. And remember to flip the
design once you have it complete before you make the .dxf file of the circuit design.
Step 2: The .dxf file will be used by PCB machine as circuit design file.
Step 3: Wash the copper with some water and rubbing alcohol and let it dry.
Step 4: Place the copper plate in the machine and fix it with the pin locator.
Step 5: Open the .dxf file in the PCB machine software and select the PCB proper PCB size in the
software.
Step 6: Once the circuit is aligned to PCB, give the run command from PC software.
Step 7: Machine milling tool will follow the circuit file and remove the adjacent copper from both
sides of the tracks, leaving the track on the PCB.
Step 8: Once all the tracks have been etched, the PCB machine will drill hole as per the circuit
diagram.
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This process needs more time in adjusting the PCB machine tools, but once it is set, this
machine will etch all the PCB in very much less time.
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CHAPTER 6
HARDWARE
6.1 Arduino Boards
The Arduino Mega is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega1280 (datasheet). It has
54 digital input/output pins (of which 14 can be used as PWM outputs), 16 analog inputs,
4 UARTs (hardware serial ports), a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a USB connection, a power jack,
an ICSP header, and a reset button. It contains everything needed to support the microcontroller;
simply connect it to a computer with a USB cable or power it with an AC-to-DC adapter or
battery to get started. The Mega is compatible with most shields designed for the Arduino
Duemilanove or Diecimila.
The Arduino Nano is a small, complete, and breadboard-friendly board based on the
ATmega328 (Arduino Nano 3.x). It has more or less the same functionality of the Arduino
Duemilanove, but in a different package. It lacks only a DC power jack, and works with a Mini-B
USB cable instead of a standard one.

6.2 Saleae Logic Analyzer
Saleae is a USB oscilloscope and multi-function instrument that allows users to measure,
visualize, generate, record, and control mixed-signal circuits of all kinds. Developed in
conjunction with Analog Devices and supported by Xilinx University Program, Saleae is small
enough to fit in your pocket but powerful enough to replace a stack of lab equipment, providing
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engineering students, hobbyists, and electronics enthusiasts the freedom to work with analog and
digital circuits in virtually any environment, in or out of the lab.
In this project, Saleae will act as a slave to host computer. We will connect Saleae to host
computer via USB. We can use the inbuilt functionality of Saleae of USB digital oscilloscope,
arbitrary function generator, digital logic analyzer, pattern generator, virtual digital I/O including
buttons, switches, and LEDs, and bus analyzers for our lab projects. With Saleae we can access all
its functionality remotely via host computer.

6.3 ServoMotor
A servomotor is a rotary actuator or linear actuator that allows for precise control of angular
or linear position, velocity and acceleration. It consists of a suitable motor coupled to a sensor for
position feedback. It also requires a relatively sophisticated controller, often a dedicated module
designed specifically for use with servomotors. In this project, we will connect the servo motor to
Arduino so that we can flash the different servomotor programs via Arduino and see the results
via IP camera.

6.4 IP Camera
An internet protocol camera, or IP camera, is a type of digital video camera commonly
employed for surveillance and which, unlike analog close- circuit television (CCTV) cameras, can
send and receive data via a computer network and the Internet. Although most cameras that do this
are webcams, the term "IP camera" or "netcam" is usually applied only to those used for
surveillance.
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In this project, we will connect the IP camera to host server. With this we will make the setup
mobile and eliminate the configuration issues with different networks. IP camera will show us the
real-time results/updates for all our lab experiments.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
There are many technologies available to create an interactive web application. This project
uses a small subset of each of these technologies that are used to create web pages, as per
requirement. This process has reduced the development cost and design complexity compared with
the traditional systems. All the hardware and software modules were developed and tested before
they were integrated as a system.
The first part of the project involves modifying the remote flash project, the one previously
designed using an Arduino microcontroller, present at the remote laboratory. The new system
utilizes a Arduino Mega board which acts as an embedded processor. From this part of the project
the students can see the test code running and can check their test code from remote location. The
students can work on all the lab experiments for all the labs of ELE 356 Computer Engineering II.
The GUI is designed in such a way that each lab can be monitored or controlled individually. The
IP camera is used to provide live streaming of the system over all the GUIs.
The second part of the project involved integration of two Apache Server for two Arduino
boards (Mega and Nano). In this section we monitored the I2C bus traffic between the two
controllers. User can program any of the boards as master or slave and monitor the I2C bus traffic
on GUI. The GUI will also give the ability to save the data file for analyzing the data.
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The third part of the project is all about the switching circuit. With the help of Arduino Nano
board and shift register IC, user can select and turn on different combinations of the relays to
choose the different components in the circuit.
The system provides one set of hardware for ELE 356 lab experiments. Multiple users cannot
access the system at the same time, causing the system to malfunction because it does not know
how to allocate resources to each user. So only one student can use this system at one time.
This remote laboratory can serve as a learning platform for students. Arduino platform specifically
provides a lot of opportunities and helps the students to learn Python programming from anywhere,
anytime.
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CHAPTER 8
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
8.1 Platform Evaluation
The system evaluation is carried out using a load testing and a benchmarking tool. Apache
Bench is a benchmarking tool to evaluate the Apache HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) server.
It shows how many requests the Apache server can server. Siege, a load testing tool as well as a
benchmarking utility, measures how the server stands up to the load from the users through the
internet.
The equipment used in the experiments is also connected to the webpage through Arduino
Mega board. The testing and the benchmarking are done from the client’s computer using its
terminal (command prompt). These tests provide information like the number of requests
processed, the total time taken to process all the requests, the time taken to process each request,
number of passed/failed requests, and the number of users currently accessing the server.The
performance analysis is conducted using a set of commands carried out by Apache Bench and
Siege.
siege -u https://10.158.161.34:8889/ -d1 -r10 -c25

This command uses Siege to evaluate certain metrics. Executing this command provides the
following results (just an example as to how the command functions):
..Siege 2.65 2017/10/23 13:42:16
The server is now under siege...done
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Transactions:

150 hits

Elapsed time:

10.67 secs

Data transferred:

348000 bytes

Response time:

0.23 secs

Transaction rate:

13.04 trans/sec

Transaction rate:

13.04 trans/sec

Throughput:

30038.51 bytes/sec

Concurrency:

4.38

Status code 200:

150

Successful transactions:

150

Failed transactions:

0

In this example, -c25 represents the number of simulated users with four repetitions from
each user represented by -r10, giving a total of 150 transactions. The only parameter considered
from this test bench is the response time. The other metrics are determined from Apache Bench.
ab -n 100 -c 10 https://10.158.161.34:8889/

This command uses Apache Bench to evaluate certain metrics. Executing this command
provides the following results (just an example as to how the command functions):
Concurrency Level:

4

Time taken for tests:

1.347 seconds

Complete requests:

100

Failed requests:

0

Write errors:

0

Total transferred:

901111 bytes

HTML transferred:

834000 bytes

Requests per second:

41.74 [#/sec] (mean)
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Time per request:

156.73 [ms] (mean)

Time per request:

156.73 [ms] (mean)

Time per request:

14.766 [ms] (mean, across all
concurrent requests)

Transfer rate:

456.12 [Kbytes/sec] received

Connection Times (ms)
min

Mean

[+/-sd]

Median

Max

Connect

47

51

3.7

51

54

Processing

98

122

4.5

123

147

waiting

37

63

5.0

57

147

164

171

6.0

164

194

Total

In this example, concurrency level indicates the number of users being simulated
simultaneously. Parameters like requests per second, time per request, and longest transaction are
considered for performance evaluation in the next section.
Based on the evaluation platform, certain tests have been performed on the Apache server
that serves the HTML webpages along with the JSON object data carrying the real-time values
from all the labs and current values from the system. The evaluation was performed with two
servers accessing the resource at the same time. Five different parameters are considered for
evaluation:


Users – The number of users that who concurrently being simulated to test the system’s
performance.
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Requests per second – This is the number of requests per second. This is obtained by dividing
the number of requests by the total time taken.



Time per request – This is the average time spent per request.



Response time – This is the mean time the server takes to respond to the simulated requests.



Longest transaction – This is the longest time taken by the server to respond to the simulated
user’s request.

Server

Requests/second

Time/request

Response time

(#)

(#/sec)

(ms)

(sec)

2

16.76

34.3

0.04

Longest
Transaction
(sec)
1.7

8.2 Switching Circuit Evaluation
Switching circuit evaluation is done with all the relays ON for 12 hours. To perform and test
this condition, I selected all the relays from GUI and programmed it through Arduino Nano. All
the relays were turned ON for almost 12 hours and checked for the heating, current and voltages
around the relays, capacitors and transistors. All the values didn’t change before and after the test.
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APPENDIX A
ARDUINO CODE FOR THE ELE356 LABS
Arduino Code
Lab 3:
// the setup function runs once when you press reset or power the board
void setup() {
// initialize digital pin 13 as an output.
pinMode(13, OUTPUT);
Serial.begin(9600);
}
// the loop function runs over and over again forever
void loop() {
Display_S();
Display_O();
Display_S();
}
void Display_S(){
Dot();
Dot();
Dot();
LetterWait();
}
void Display_O(){
Dash();
Dash();
Dash();
LetterWait();
}
void Dot(){
Serial.println('.');
digitalWrite(13, HIGH);
delay(100);
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digitalWrite(13, LOW);
delay(100);
}
void Dash(){
Serial.println('-');
digitalWrite(13, HIGH);
delay(300);
digitalWrite(13, LOW);
delay(100);
}
void LetterWait(){
delay(400);
}

--------------------XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX--------------

Lab 6:
void setup() {}
void on(int n){
pinMode(n, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(n, HIGH);
}
void off(int n){
pinMode(n, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(n, LOW);
}
void hi(int n){
pinMode(n, INPUT);
}
#define p1 46
#define pin2 47
#define pin3 48
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void led(int n){
switch(n){
case 1:
on(pin1); hi(pin2);
break;
case 2:
off(pin1); on(pin2);
break;
case 3:
on(pin1); off(pin2);
break;
case 4:
hi(pin1); on(pin2);
break;
case 5:
hi(pin1); off(pin2);
break;
case 6:
off(pin1); hi(pin2);
break;
}
delay(500);
}
void loop() {
led(1);
led(2);
led(3);
led(4);
led(5);
led(6);
led(5);
led(4);
led(3);
led(2);
}

off(pin3);

hi(pin3);

hi(pin3);

off(pin3);

on(pin3);

on(pin3);

--------------------XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX--------------
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Lab 7:
#include <stdio.h>
int ledPin = 3;
// the setup routine runs once when you press reset:
void setup() {
// initialize serial communication at 9600 bits per second:
Serial.begin(9600);
pinMode(ledPin, OUTPUT);
}
// the loop routine runs over and over again forever:
void loop() {
int average = 0;
float voltage;
char cvolt[4];
char output[40];
for (int i = 0; i < 32; i++)
{
average += analogRead(A0);
delay(1);
// delay in between reads for stability
}
average = average/32;
voltage = average*5.0/1024;
dtostrf(voltage, 4, 2, cvolt);
sprintf(output, "average= %04d ADC, V= %s volts", average, cvolt);
Serial.println(output);
// part 2 of project
analogWrite(ledPin, average / 4);
delay(100);
}
--------------------XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX--------------

Lab 7 – Extra Credit:
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#include <stdio.h>
int led[] = {3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11};
int j = 0;
// the setup routine runs once when you press reset:
void setup() {
// initialize serial communication at 9600 bits per second:
Serial.begin(9600);
for (int i = 0; i < 6; i++)
{
pinMode(led[i], OUTPUT);
}
}
// the loop routine runs over and over again forever:
void loop() {
int i;
if(j == 6)
j = 0;
for (i = 0; i < 256; i++);
{
analogWrite(led[j], i);
delay(1);
}
for (i = 254; i >= 0; i--)
{
analogWrite(led[j], i);
delay(1);
}
j++;
}
--------------------XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX--------------

Lab 8:
//Pin connected to ST_CP of 74HC595
int latchPin = 8;
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//Pin connected to SH_CP of 74HC595
int clockPin = 12;
////Pin connected to DS of 74HC595
int dataPin = 11;
int outbuff[8] = {1, 2, 4, 8, 32, 64, 128, 256};
void setup() {
//set pins to output because they are addressed in the main loop
pinMode(latchPin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(clockPin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(dataPin, OUTPUT);
}
void loop() {
for(int t0= 100; t0>=5; t0-5){
//count up routine
for (int j = 0; j < 8; j++) {
//ground latchPin and hold low for as long as you are transmitting
digitalWrite(latchPin, HIGH);
shiftOut(dataPin, clockPin, MSBFIRST, outbuff[j]);
//return the latch pin high to signal chip that it
//no longer needs to listen for information
digitalWrite(latchPin, LOW);
delay(t0);
}
for (int j = 0; j < 8; j++) {
//ground latchPin and hold low for as long as you are transmitting
digitalWrite(latchPin, HIGH);
shiftOut(dataPin, clockPin, LSBFIRST, outbuff[j]);
//return the latch pin high to signal chip that it
//no longer needs to listen for information
digitalWrite(latchPin, LOW);
delay(t0);
}
}
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}
--------------------XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX--------------

Project part 1:
const int clockPin = 13;
const int dataPin = 11;
int t0=1000;
int i;

//sets clock pin to pin 13 on microcontroller
//data pin set to pin 11 on microcontroller
//sets t0 to 1000

//int ledCount = 8;
//number of leds
int outBuff[8] = {1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128};
// an array of pin numbers to which LEDs are
attached
void setup() {
// loop over the pin array and set them all to output:
Serial.begin(9600);
//opens serial port, sets data rate to 9600
bps
pinMode(dataPin, OUTPUT);
//sets dataPin as output
pinMode(clockPin, OUTPUT);
//sets clockPin as output
}
void loop() {
//loop through and output to the leds in ascending order
for (int i = 0; i < 255; i++) {
//loop condition initialized
int n = random(255);
int j = n;
shiftOut(dataPin, clockPin, LSBFIRST, n);

Serial.print("Integer Value: ");
Serial.println(j);

//prints integer value to serial monitor

Serial.print("Binary Value: ");
Serial.println(j, BIN);

//prints binary value to serial monitor

Serial.print("Hex Value: ");
Serial.println(j, HEX);
Serial.print("\n");

//prints Hex value to serial monitor
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delay(t0);
}}
--------------------XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX--------------

Project Part 2:
int val = 0;
//sets integer val to zero
int outval = 0;
//sets integer outval to zero
int dataPin = 11;
//sets dataPin to Pin 11 on microcontroller
int clockPin = 13;
//sets clockPin to Pin 13 on microcontroller
void setup() {
// put your setup code here, to run once:
Serial.begin(9600);
//opens serial port, sets data rate to 9600 bps
pinMode(13, OUTPUT);
//clock pin 13 set to output
pinMode(11, OUTPUT);
//datapin 11 set to output
}
void loop() {
// put your main code here, to run repeatedly:
val = analogRead(0);
//set analogread to pin A0
val = val/128;
if (val == 8)
// series of if and else statements to check
value of val and output a response
outval = 0b11111111;
else if (val == 7)
outval = 0b01111111;
else if (val == 6)
outval = 0b00111111;
else if (val == 5)
outval = 0b00011111;
else if (val == 4)
outval = 0b00001111;
else if (val == 3)
outval = 0b00000111;
else if (val == 2)
outval = 0b00000011;
else if (val == 1)
outval = 0b00000001;
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else
outval = 0;
shiftOut(dataPin, clockPin, LSBFIRST, ~outval);
clockPin, outval
delay(10);}

//outval will output 0 otherwise
//shiftout command for dataPin,
//delay set to a value

--------------------XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX--------------

Project Part 3:
int val = 0;
//sets integer val to zero
int outval = 0;
//sets integer outval to zero
int dataPin = 11;
//sets dataPin to Pin 11 on microcontroller
int clockPin = 13;
//sets clockPin to Pin 13 on microcontroller
void setup() {
// put your setup code here, to run once:
Serial.begin(9600);
//opens serial port, sets data rate to 9600 bps
pinMode(13, OUTPUT);
//set the clock pin as output
pinMode(11, OUTPUT);
//set the data pin as output
}
void loop() {
// put your main code here, to run repeatedly:
val = analogRead(A2);
//output from microphone is read by the analog read pin
val = val/75;
// scaling factor for sensitivity
if (val == 8)
//series of if and else statements to check value of val and
output a response
outval = 0b11111111;
else if (val == 7)
outval = 0b01111111;
else if (val == 6)
outval = 0b00111111;
else if (val == 5)
outval = 0b00011111;
else if (val == 4)
outval = 0b00001111;
else if (val == 3)
outval = 0b00000111;
else if (val == 2)
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outval = 0b00000011;
else if (val == 1)
outval = 0b00000001;
else
outval = 0;
shiftOut(dataPin, clockPin, LSBFIRST, outval);
clockPin, outval
delay(10);

//shiftout command for dataPin,
//delay set to a value

--------------------XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX--------------
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APPENDIX B
PYTHON CODE FOR ELE356 REMOTE LABS AND SWITCHING
CIRCUIT
Python & HTML code for homepage

projectIndex.html
<meta charset="utf-8"/>
<html ng-app="labApp">
<script
src="http://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.11.2/jquery.min.js"
></script>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="../css/w3.css">
<link href="http://netdna.bootstrapcdn.com/fontawesome/3.2.1/css/font-awesome.css" rel="stylesheet">
<link rel="stylesheet" href="http://yui.yahooapis.com/pure/0.2.0/puremin.css">
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="../css/common.css">
<!--<script
src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/angularjs/1.4.8/angular.min
.js"></script>-->
<script
src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/angularjs/1.4.7/angular.min
.js"></script>
<script
src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/angularjs/1.4.7/angularroute.min.js"></script>
<script
src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/angularjs/1.4.7/angularresource.min.js"></script>
<script
<script
<script
<script
<script
<script
<script

src="../dataSource/label.js"></script>
src="../dataSource/channel1.js"></script>
src="../dataSource/channel2.js"></script>
src="node_modules/fusioncharts/fusioncharts.js"></script>
src="../js/angular-fusioncharts.js"></script>
src="../js/main.js"></script>
src="../js/common.js"></script>
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<body onload="onLoadFunction()" ng-controller="MainController" >
<h1 align="center">{{projectname}}</h1>
<div style="width:700px; height=900px; margin:0 auto; backgroundcolor: #e0ebeb;">
<div class="topnav" id="myTopnav">
<a href="javascript:void(0)" id="Lab3Anchor"
class="tablink" ng-click="showView(1)">
Instruction
</a>
<a href="javascript:void(0)" class="tablink" ngclick="showView(2)">
Lab Exp
</a>
<a href="javascript:void(0)" class="tablink" ngclick="showView(3)">
Logic Anaylzer
</a>
<a href="javascript:void(0)" class="tablink" ngclick="showView(4)">
Switching Circuit
</a>
<a href="javascript:void(0)" class="tablink" ngclick="showView(5)">
Handouts
</a>
</div>
<div >
<div ng-show="showLab">
<h1 align="center">ELE356 Lab Experiments</h1>
<iframe style="width: 80%; height: 400px; margintop: 10px; margin-left: 100px"
ng-src="{{cameraAddress}}"></iframe>
</div>
<instruction></instruction>
<div ng-show="showAnalyzer">
<h1 align="center">I2C Analyzer</h1>
<table>
<tr>
<td>
<div fusioncharts
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width="700"
height="250"
type="msstepline"
chart="{{attrs1}}"
categories="{{categories1}}"
dataset="{{dataset1}}"
></div>
<div>
</tr>
<tr>

</td>
<td>
<div fusioncharts
width="700"
height="250"
type="msstepline"
chart="{{attrs2}}"
categories="{{categories2}}"
dataset="{{dataset2}}"
></div>
<div>

</tr>
</table>

</td>

<table>
<tr>

<td colspan="2">
<input type="file"

id="userFile"/>
<span id="result"/>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>
<table bgcolor="#b3cccc" width="330px">
<tr><td align="center">Upload code to Mega</td></tr>
<tr>
<td>
<form action="upload.php" method="post"
enctype="multipart/form-data">
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<div id="selectedFileDiv" class="pure-button
fileContainer pull-left" style="display:none;">
<i class="icon-remove"
onclick="selectNewFile();"></i>
<span id="filename"></span>
</div>
<div id="uploadDiv" class="pure-button
fileContainer pull-left">
<i class="icon-cloud-upload"></i>
<span>Select file</span>
<input type="file" name="fileToUpload"
id="fileToUpload" onchange="enableUpload();" />
</div>
<input type="submit" value="Upload"
id="submitButton"
class="pure-button pure-button-primary pullleft" style="margin-left:10px;"
disabled="disabled" />
</form>
</td>
</tr>
<tr><td></td></tr>
</table>
</td>

<td>
<table bgcolor="#b3cccc" width="330px">
<tr><td align="center">Upload code to Nano</td></tr>
<tr>
<td>
<form action="upload2.php" method="post"
enctype="multipart/form-data">
<div id="selectedFileDiv2" class="pure-button
fileContainer pull-left" style="display:none;">
<i class="icon-remove"
onclick="selectNewFile();"></i>
<span id="filename2"></span>
</div>
<div id="uploadDiv2" class="pure-button
fileContainer pull-left">
<i class="icon-cloud-upload"></i>
<span>Select file</span>
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<input type="file" name="fileToUpload"
id="fileToUpload2" onchange="enableUpload2();" />
</div>
<input type="submit" value="Upload"
id="submitButton2"
class="pure-button pure-button-primary pullleft" style="margin-left:10px;"
disabled="disabled" />
</form>
</td>
</tr>
<tr><td></td></tr>
</table>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</div>
</div>
<lab></lab>
<div ng-show="showSwitchingCircuit">
<circuit-directive></circuit-directive>
</div>
<div ng-show="showLabHandout" style="height: 650px">
<h1 align="center">Lab Handouts</h1>
<ul >
<li><a href="/labhandout/lab1.pdf"
target="_blank">Lab1: The purpose of this laboratory is to examine the
basic functionality of the arduino mega board.</a></li><br/>
<li><a href="/labhandout/lab2.pdf"
target="_blank">Lab2: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to
examine an assembly language program as embedded into the C compiler
used by Arduino.</a></li><br/>
<li><a href="/labhandout/lab3.pdf"
target="_blank">Lab3: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to
examine the basic functionality of the Arduino microcontroller board
using digital I/O and timers. </a></li><br/>
<li><a href="/labhandout/lab4.pdf"
target="_blank">Lab4: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to
examine the execution of an assembly program using Atmel AVR
7.0</a></li><br/>
<li><a href="/labhandout/lab5.pdf"
target="_blank">Lab5: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to
examine the execution of an assembly program using Atmel AVR
7.0.</a></li><br/>
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<li><a href="/labhandout/lab6.pdf"
target="_blank">Lab6: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to
examine the basic functionality of the Arduino microcontroller board
and learning how to setup 3 port pins to drive 6 LEDs.</a></li><br/>
<li><a href="/labhandout/lab7.pdf"
target="_blank">Lab7: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to
examine the extended functionality of the Arduino microcontroller
board using analog inputs and internal hardware such as the analog-todigital converter (ADC)and the pulse width modulator or PWM, digital
to analog output method. </a></li><br/>
<li><a href="/labhandout/lab8.pdf"
target="_blank">Lab8: The purpose of this project is to examine the
extended functionality of the Arduino microcontroller board using
advanced I/O hardware, specifically the serial peripheral interface
(SPI).</a></li><br/>
<li><a href="/labhandout/finalProject.pdf"
target="_blank">Final Project: The purpose of this project is to
examine the extended functionality of the Arduino microcontroller
board using advanced I/O hardware, specifically the serial peripheral
interface (SPI) and the analog-to-digital converter (ADC)</a></li>
</ul>
</div>
</div>
</div>
<!-<div>

<div id="chart-container">FusionCharts will render

here</div>
<button id="update-chart">Update Chart Data</button>
</div>
-->
</body>
<!-<body>
<div ng-controller="MainController">
<div fusioncharts
width="600"
height="400"
type="column2d"
dataSource="{{myDataSource}}" >
</div>
</div>
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</body>
-->
</html>
--------------------XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-------------upload.php
<?php
$target_dir = "uploads/";
$target_file = $target_dir .
basename($_FILES["fileToUpload"]["name"]);
$uploadOk = 1;
$imageFileType = pathinfo($target_file,PATHINFO_EXTENSION);
// Check if image file is a actual image or fake image
if(isset($_POST["submit"])) {
$check = getimagesize($_FILES["fileToUpload"]["tmp_name"]);
if($check !== false) {
echo "File is an image - " . $check["mime"] . ".";
$uploadOk = 1;
} else {
echo "File is not an image.";
$uploadOk = 0;
}
}
// Check if $uploadOk is set to 0 by an error
if ($uploadOk == 0) {
echo "Sorry, your file was not uploaded.";
// if everything is ok, try to upload file
} else {
if (move_uploaded_file($_FILES["fileToUpload"]["tmp_name"],
$target_file)) {
echo "The file ". basename( $_FILES["fileToUpload"]["name"]).
" has been uploaded.";
header('Location:
projectIndex.html?documentUploaded=true&uploadedFileName='.basename(
$_FILES["fileToUpload"]["name"]));
} else {
echo "Sorry, there was an error uploading your file.";
}
}
?>
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--------------------XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-------------upload2.php
<?php
$target_dir = "uploads/";
$target_file = $target_dir .
basename($_FILES["fileToUpload"]["name"]);
$uploadOk = 1;
$imageFileType = pathinfo($target_file,PATHINFO_EXTENSION);
if(isset($_POST["submit"])) {
$check = getimagesize($_FILES["fileToUpload"]["tmp_name"]);
if($check !== false) {
echo "File is an image - " . $check["mime"] . ".";
$uploadOk = 1;
} else {
echo "File is not an image.";
$uploadOk = 0;
}
}
// Check if $uploadOk is set to 0 by an error
if ($uploadOk == 0) {
echo "Sorry, your file was not uploaded.";
// if everything is ok, try to upload file
} else {
if (move_uploaded_file($_FILES["fileToUpload"]["tmp_name"],
$target_file)) {
echo "The file ". basename( $_FILES["fileToUpload"]["name"]).
" has been uploaded.";
header('Location:
projectIndex.html?documentUploaded2=true&uploadedFileName='.basename(
$_FILES["fileToUpload"]["name"]));
} else {
echo "Sorry, there was an error uploading your file.";
}
}
?>
--------------------XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-------------main.js
var labApp = angular.module('labApp',['ngRoute','ng-fusioncharts']);
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labApp.controller('MainController',function
MainController($scope,$sce){
$scope.projectname="Remote Lab ELE356";
var machineIPAddress="10.158.161.34";
var machinePort1="8889";
var machinePort2="8890";
var cameraip="10.158.161.57";
var password="a@pr0j3ct";
var username="azad";
$scope.showbutton2=false;
$scope.cameraAddress =
$sce.trustAsResourceUrl("http://"+cameraip+"/videostream.cgi?user="+us
ername+"&pwd="+password);
$scope.showDiv=true;
$scope.showIntro=true;
$scope.description = "Lab 3: LED is connected to digital pin 22
of Arduino Mega.";
angular.element(document).ready(function () {
var vars = [], hash;
var hashes =
window.location.href.slice(window.location.href.indexOf('?') +
Section 1
1).split('&');
for(var i = 0; i < hashes.length; i++){
hash = hashes[i].split('=');
if(hash[0]=="documentUploaded" && hash[1]=='true'){
$scope.openLab(null,3);
document.getElementById("Lab3Anchor").className += "
w3-red";
var uploadedFileName =
location.search.split('uploadedFileName=')[1];
if(uploadedFileName!=''){
callServer(uploadedFileName);
}
}else if(hash[0]=="documentUploaded2" && hash[1]=='true'){
$scope.openLab(null,3);
document.getElementById("Lab3Anchor").className += "
w3-red";
var uploadedFileName =
location.search.split('uploadedFileName=')[1];
if(uploadedFileName!=''){
callServer2(uploadedFileName);
}
}
}
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});
$scope.callServers = function (fileName){
params = { op: "ManualRequest", file:fileName};
$.getJSON(
'http://'+machineIPAddress+':'+machinePort1+'/com' , params,
serverResponded );
}
$scope.callServers2 = function (fileName){
params = { op: "ManualRequest", file:fileName};
$.getJSON(
'http://'+machineIPAddress+':'+machinePort2+'/com' , params,
serverResponded );
}
function callServer (fileName){
params = { op: "ManualRequest", file:fileName};
$.getJSON(
'http://'+machineIPAddress+':'+machinePort1+'/com' , params,
serverResponded );
}
function callServer2 (fileName){
params = { op: "ManualRequest", file:fileName};
$.getJSON(
'http://'+machineIPAddress+':'+machinePort2+'/com' , params,
serverResponded );
}
function serverResponded(data){
var input = document.createElement('serverResponded');
if(data!=undefined && data!=''){
input.type = "File flashed successfully";
}else{
input.type = "File flashed failed";
}
container.appendChild(input);
}
$scope.showView=function(view){
$scope.showIntro=false;
$scope.showLab=false;
$scope.showAnalyzer=false;
$scope.showSwitchingCircuit=false;
$scope.showLabHandout=false;
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switch(view){
case 1:
case 2:
case 3:
case 4:
case 5:
default:

$scope.showIntro=true;
break;
$scope.showLab=true;
break;
$scope.showAnalyzer=true;
break;
$scope.showSwitchingCircuit=true;
break;
$scope.showLabHandout=true;
break
$scope.showIntro=true;
break;

}
}
$scope.download = function(text) {
getOutput(text);
}
$scope.uploadFunction = function() {
var relay = document.forms[3];
var txt = "";
var i;
for (i = 0; i < 16; i++) {
if (relay[i].checked) {
txt = txt + "1"+ ",";
} else {
txt = txt +relay[i].value+ ",";
}
}
if(document.getElementById("dpot1").value<0){
document.getElementById("dpot1").value = 1;
}
if(document.getElementById("dpot1").value >= 127){
document.getElementById("dpot1").value = 127;
}
if(document.getElementById("dpot2").value<0){
document.getElementById("dpot2").value = 1;
}
if(document.getElementById("dpot2").value >= 127){
document.getElementById("dpot2").value = 127;
}
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$scope.param="int relaystate[] = {" + txt.slice(0, -1) +"};
" + "int pot1 = " +
document.getElementById("dpot1").value
+"; "+ "int pot2 = " + document.getElementById("dpot2").value +";";
/*
document.getElementById("rel_mat").value = "int
relaystate[] = {" + txt.slice(0, -1) +"}; " + "int pot1 = " +
document.getElementById("dpot1").value +"; "+ "int pot2 = " +
document.getElementById("dpot2").value +";";*/
btndownload.disabled = false;
}
// handles the click event for link 1, sends the query
function getOutput(inputData) {
getRequestPost(inputData,'uploadData.php', // URL for the PHP
file

drawOutput,
drawError

// handle successful request
// handle error

);
return false;
}
// handles drawing an error message
function drawError() {
var container = document.getElementById('output');
container.innerHTML = 'Bummer: there was an error!';
}
// handles the response, adds the html
function drawOutput(responseText) {
var container = document.getElementById('output');
container.innerHTML = responseText;
callServer2('Switching_Circuit_Pot_Code.ino');
}
function getRequestPost(params,url, success, error) {
var req = false;
var http = new XMLHttpRequest();
var params = "inputdata="+params;
http.open("POST", url, true);
//Send the proper header information along with the request
http.setRequestHeader("Content-type", "application/x-wwwform-urlencoded");
http.setRequestHeader("Content-length", params.length);
http.setRequestHeader("Connection", "close");
http.onreadystatechange = function() {//Call a function
when the state changes.
if(http.readyState == 4 && http.status == 200) {
//alert(http.responseText);
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callServer2('Switching_Circuit_Pot_Code_zzzzzzzzz.ino');
}
}
http.send(params);
return req;
}
function getRequestPostOther(params,url, success, error) {
var req = false;
var http = new XMLHttpRequest();
var params = "inputdata="+params;
http.open("POST", url, true);
//Send the proper header information along with the request
http.setRequestHeader("Content-type", "application/x-wwwform-urlencoded");
http.setRequestHeader("Content-length", params.length);
http.setRequestHeader("Connection", "close");
http.send(params);
return req;
}
$scope.attrs1 = {
"caption": "Channel-1",
"subCaption": "Saleae Analyzer",
"captionFontSize": "14",
"subcaptionFontSize": "14",
"subcaptionFontBold": "0",
"baseFontColor": "#333333",
"baseFont": "Helvetica Neue,Arial",
"xaxisname": "Time",
"yaxisname": "Output",
"usePlotGradientColor": "0",
"bgColor": "#ffffff",
"palettecolors": "#6baa01, #d35400",
"showBorder": "0",
"showPlotBorder": "0",
"showValues": "0",
"showShadow": "0",
"showAlternateHGridColor": "0",
"showCanvasBorder": "0",
"showXAxisLine": "1",
"numberprefix": "",
"xAxisLineThickness": "1",
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"xAxisLineColor": "#999999",
"canvasBgColor": "#ffffff",
"divlineAlpha": "100",
"divlineColor": "#999999",
"divlineThickness": "1",
"divLineIsDashed": "1",
"divLineDashLen": "1",
"legendBorderAlpha": "0",
"legendShadow": "0",
"toolTipColor": "#ffffff",
"toolTipBorderThickness": "0",
"toolTipBgColor": "#000000",
"toolTipBgAlpha": "80",
"toolTipBorderRadius": "1",
"toolTipPadding": "1",
"yAxisMaxValue": "1",
"numDivLines":"0"
};
$scope.categories1 = [
{
"category": labelDataSource
}
];
$scope.dataset1 = [
{
"seriesname": "Channel 1",
"data": channel_1_DataSource
}
];

$scope.attrs2 = {
"caption": "Channel-2",
"subCaption": "Saleae Analyzer",
"captionFontSize": "14",
"subcaptionFontSize": "14",
"subcaptionFontBold": "0",
"baseFontColor": "#333333",
"baseFont": "Helvetica Neue,Arial",
"xaxisname": "Time",
"yaxisname": "Output",
"usePlotGradientColor": "0",
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};

"bgColor": "#ffffff",
"palettecolors": "#6baa01, #d35400",
"showBorder": "0",
"showPlotBorder": "0",
"showValues": "0",
"showShadow": "0",
"showAlternateHGridColor": "0",
"showCanvasBorder": "0",
"showXAxisLine": "1",
"numberprefix": "",
"xAxisLineThickness": "1",
"xAxisLineColor": "#999999",
"canvasBgColor": "#ffffff",
"divlineAlpha": "100",
"divlineColor": "#999999",
"divlineThickness": "1",
"divLineIsDashed": "1",
"divLineDashLen": "1",
"legendBorderAlpha": "0",
"legendShadow": "0",
"toolTipColor": "#ffffff",
"toolTipBorderThickness": "0",
"toolTipBgColor": "#000000",
"toolTipBgAlpha": "80",
"toolTipBorderRadius": "1",
"toolTipPadding": "1",
"yAxisMaxValue": "1",
"numDivLines":"0"

$scope.categories2 = [
{
"category": labelDataSource
}
];
$scope.dataset2 = [
{
"seriesname": "Channel 2",
"data": channel_2_DataSource
}
];
$scope.openLab = function(evt, labName) {
var i, x, tablinks;
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tablinks = document.getElementsByClassName("tablink");
for (i = 0; i < tablinks.length; i++) {
tablinks[i].className = tablinks[i].className.replace(" w3red", "");
}
//
document.getElementById(labName).style.display = "block";
if(evt!=null){
evt.currentTarget.className += " w3-red";
}
if(labName==999){
$scope.showbutton2=true;
}else{
$scope.showbutton2=false;
}
if(labName==103){
$scope.showSongPlayer=true;
}else{
$scope.showSongPlayer=false;
}
switch (labName) {
case 3:
$scope.description = "Lab 1: Lab 1 is Lab 3 in lab handout.
Please use (inbuilt) LED 22 for lab programming.";
break;
case 6:
$scope.description = "Lab 2: Lab 2 is Lab 6 in lab handout.
Please use digital pin 46,47,48 for lab programming.";
break;
case 71:
$scope.description = "Lab 3: Lab 3 is Lab 7 in lab handout.
Please use analog input A4 for potentiometer input.";
break;
case 72:
$scope.description ="Lab 4 : Lab 4 is Lab 7 (extra credit)
in lab handout. Please use PWM pin 2,3,4,5,6,7 for lab programming.";
break;
case 8:
$scope.description ="Lab 5: Lab 5 is Lab 8 in lab handout.
Data pin of 74HC164 is connected to digital pin 12 and clock pin is
connected to digital pin 11 of the Arduino Mega.";
break;
case 101:
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$scope.description ="Project 1: Project1 is first part of
final project.Data pin of 74HC164 is connected to digital pin 12 and
clock pin is connected to digital pin 11 of the Arduino Mega.";
break;
case 102:
$scope.description = "Project 2: Project2 is second part of
final project.Data pin of 74HC164 is connected to digital pin 12 and
clock pin is connected to digital pin 11 of the Arduino Mega.Analog
pin A0 is used for photo detector input.";
break;
case 103:
$scope.description ="Project 3: Project3 is third part of
final project.Data pin of 74HC164 is connected to digital pin 25 and
clock pin is connected to digital pin 23 of the Arduino Mega.Analog
pin A1 is used for Mic input.";
break;
}
}
const input = document.getElementById('userFile');
const reader = new FileReader();
input.onchange = function() {
const file = input.files[0];
//
reader.readAsArrayBuffer(file);
$scope.loadGraph(file);
};
reader.onload = function() {
const resultArray = new Int8Array(reader.result);
document.getElementById('result').innerHTML = resultArray;
};
//

$scope.loadGraph=function(fileName){
var ="saleaeAnalyzerOutput.csv";
var r = new FileReader();
var channel_1_time=new Array();
var channel_1_output=new Array();
var channel_2_time=new Array();
var channel_2_output=new Array();
r.onload = function(e) {
var contents = e.target.result;
$scope.$apply(function () {
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var dataArray=contents.split("\n");
//for(var i=1;i<dataArray.length-1;i++){
for(var i=1;i<dataArray.length/4;i++){
var data=dataArray[i].split(",");
var tempValue1=new Object();
var tempLabel1=new Object();
var tempValue2=new Object();
var tempLabel2=new Object();
tempValue1["value"]=data[1];
tempLabel1["label"]=data[0];
tempValue2["value"]=data[2];
tempLabel2["label"]=data[0];
channel_1_output.push(tempValue1);
channel_1_time.push(tempLabel1);
channel_2_output.push(tempValue2);
channel_2_time.push(tempLabel2);
}
channel_1_output="var channel_1_DataSource
="+JSON.stringify(channel_1_output);
channel_1_time="var labelDataSource
="+JSON.stringify(channel_1_time);
channel_2_output="var channel_2_DataSource
="+JSON.stringify(channel_2_output);
channel_2_time="var labelDataSource2
="+JSON.stringify(channel_2_time);
uploadFiles(channel_1_output,'uploadModule1.php');
uploadFiles(channel_1_time,'uploadLabel1.php');
uploadFiles(channel_2_output,'uploadModule2.php');
uploadFiles(channel_2_time,'uploadLabel2.php');
});
};
r.readAsText(fileName);
}
function uploadFiles(inputData,uploadFileName) {
getRequestPostOther(inputData,uploadFileName, showOutput,
showError);
return false;
}
function showError() {
//
var container = document.getElementById('output');
// container.innerHTML = 'Bummer: there was an error!';
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}
function showOutput(responseText) {
//
var container = document.getElementById('output');
// container.innerHTML = responseText;
}
});
labApp.directive("labDirective", function() {
return {
templateUrl: '/htmls/labSubDirective.html'
};
});
labApp.directive("circuitDirective", function() {
return {
templateUrl: '/htmls/circuit.html'
};
});
labApp.directive("instruction", function() {
return {
templateUrl: '/htmls/instruction.html'
};
});
labApp.directive("lab", function() {
return {
templateUrl: '/htmls/lab.html'
};
});
labApp.directive("analyzer", function() {
return {
templateUrl: '/htmls/analyzer.html'
};
});
--------------------XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-------------common.js
function enableUpload() {
var uploadInput =
document.getElementById('fileToUpload');
if (uploadInput.value != '')
{

Section 2
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document.getElementById('submitButton').disabled = false;
document.getElementById('uploadDiv').style.display = 'none';
document.getElementById('selectedFileDiv').style.display = '';
var filenameSpan =
document.getElementById('filename');
while( filenameSpan.firstChild ) {
filenameSpan.removeChild(
filenameSpan.firstChild );
}
filenameSpan.appendChild(
document.createTextNode(uploadInput.value) );
}
}
function enableUpload2() {
var uploadInput =
document.getElementById('fileToUpload2');
if (uploadInput.value != '')
{
document.getElementById('submitButton2').disabled = false;
document.getElementById('uploadDiv2').style.display = 'none';
document.getElementById('selectedFileDiv2').style.display = '';
var filenameSpan =
document.getElementById('filename2');
while( filenameSpan.firstChild ) {
filenameSpan.removeChild(
filenameSpan.firstChild );
}
filenameSpan.appendChild(
document.createTextNode(uploadInput.value) );
}
}
function enableUpload3() {
var uploadInput =
document.getElementById('fileToUpload3');
if (uploadInput.value != '')
{
document.getElementById('submitButton3').disabled = false;
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document.getElementById('uploadDiv3').style.display = 'none';
document.getElementById('selectedFileDiv3').style.display = '';
var filenameSpan =
document.getElementById('filename3');
while( filenameSpan.firstChild ) {
filenameSpan.removeChild(
filenameSpan.firstChild );
}
filenameSpan.appendChild(
document.createTextNode(uploadInput.value) );
}
}

function selectNewFile() {
document.getElementById('uploadDiv').style.display =
'';
document.getElementById('selectedFileDiv').style.display =
'none';
document.getElementById('submitButton').disabled =
true;
document.getElementById('fileToUpload').value = '';
}
function selectNewFile2() {
document.getElementById('uploadDiv2').style.display =
'';
document.getElementById('selectedFileDiv2').style.display =
'none';
document.getElementById('submitButton2').disabled =
true;
document.getElementById('fileToUpload2').value = '';
}
function selectNewFile3() {
document.getElementById('uploadDiv3').style.display =
'';
document.getElementById('selectedFileDiv3').style.display =
'none';
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document.getElementById('submitButton3').disabled

=

true;
}

document.getElementById('fileToUpload3').value = '';

function isNumberKey(evt){
var charCode = (evt.which) ? evt.which : event.keyCode
if (charCode > 31 && (charCode < 48 || charCode > 57))
return false;
return true;
}
/*
function download(filename, text) {
var pom = document.createElement('a');
pom.setAttribute('href', 'data:text/plain;charset=utf-8,' +
encodeURIComponent(text));
pom.setAttribute('download', filename);
pom.style.display = 'none';
document.body.appendChild(pom);
pom.click();
document.body.removeChild(pom);
getOutput(text);
}
function isNumberKey(evt){
var charCode = (evt.which) ? evt.which : event.keyCode
if (charCode > 31 && (charCode < 48 || charCode > 57))
return false;
return true;
}
function uploadFunction() {
var relay = document.forms[2];
var txt = "";
var i;
for (i = 0; i < 16; i++) {
if (relay[i].checked) {
txt = txt + "1"+ ",";
}
else {
txt = txt +relay[i].value+ ",";
}
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}
if(document.getElementById("dpot1").value<10){
document.getElementById("dpot1").value = 10;
}
if(document.getElementById("dpot1").value >= 10000){
document.getElementById("dpot1").value = 10000;
}
if(document.getElementById("dpot2").value<10){
document.getElementById("dpot2").value = 10;
}
if(document.getElementById("dpot2").value >= 10000){
document.getElementById("dpot2").value = 10000;
}
document.getElementById("rel_mat").value = "int relaystate[] = {"
+ txt.slice(0, -1) +"}; " + "int pot1 = " +
document.getElementById("dpot1").value +"; "+ "int pot2 = " +
document.getElementById("dpot2").value +";";
btndownload.disabled = false;
}
// handles the click event for link 1, sends the query
function getOutput(inputData) {
getRequestPost(
inputData,
'uploadData.php', // URL for the PHP file
drawOutput, // handle successful request
drawError
// handle error
);
return false;
}
// handles drawing an error message
function drawError() {
var container = document.getElementById('output');
container.innerHTML = 'Bummer: there was an error!';
}
// handles the response, adds the html
function drawOutput(responseText) {
var container = document.getElementById('output');
container.innerHTML = responseText;
}
function getRequestPost(params,url, success, error) {
var req = false;
var http = new XMLHttpRequest();
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var params = "inputdata="+params;
http.open("POST", url, true);
//Send the proper header information along with the request
http.setRequestHeader("Content-type", "application/x-www-formurlencoded");
http.setRequestHeader("Content-length", params.length);
http.setRequestHeader("Connection", "close");
http.onreadystatechange = function() {//Call a function when the
state changes.
if(http.readyState == 4 && http.status == 200) {
alert(http.responseText);
}
}
http.send(params);
return req;
}
*/
// helper function for cross-browser request object
/*
function getRequest(url, success, error) {
var req = false;
try{
// most browsers
req = new XMLHttpRequest();
} catch (e){
// IE
try{
req = new ActiveXObject("Msxml2.XMLHTTP");
} catch(e) {
// try an older version
try{
req = new ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP");
} catch(e) {
return false;
}
}
}
if (!req) return false;
if (typeof success != 'function') success = function () {};
if (typeof error!= 'function') error = function () {};
req.onreadystatechange = function(){
if(req.readyState == 4) {
return req.status === 200 ?
success(req.responseText) : error(req.status);
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}
}
req.open("GET", url, true);
req.send(null);
return req;
}
*/
--------------------XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-------------angular-fusioncharts.js
// The MIT License (MIT)
//
// Copyright (c) 2014 FusionCharts Technologies
//
// Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person
obtaining a copy
// of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal
// in the Software without restriction, including without limitation
the rights
// to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
and/or sell
// copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software
is
// furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
//
// The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
included in all
// copies or substantial portions of the Software.
//
// THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR
// IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY,
// FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE
// AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR
OTHER
// LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,
ARISING FROM,
// OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER
DEALINGS IN THE
// SOFTWARE.
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(function() {
var fc = angular.module('ng-fusioncharts', []);
fc.directive('fusioncharts', ['$http', function($http) {
return {
scope: {
width: '@',
height: '@',
data: '@',
dataset: '@',
categories: '@',
chart: '@',
linkeddata: '@',
trendlines: '@',
vtrendlines: '@',
annotations: '@',
colorrange: '@',
lineset: '@',
axis: '@',
connectors: '@',
pointers: '@',
value: '@',
processes: '@',
tasks: '@',
rows: '@',
columns: '@',
map: '@',
markers: '@'
},
link: function(scope, element, attrs) {
var observeConf = {
// non-data componenet observers
NDCObserver: {
'width': {
ifExist: false,
observer: function(newVal) {
if (newVal &&
chartConfigObject.width != newVal) {
chartConfigObject.width =
newVal;
chart.resizeTo(scope.width,
scope.height);
}
}
},
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'height': {
ifExist: false,
observer: function(newVal) {
if (newVal &&
chartConfigObject.height != newVal) {
chartConfigObject.height =
newVal;
chart.resizeTo(scope.width,
scope.height);
}
}
},
'datasource': {
ifExist: true,
observer: function(newVal) {
if (dataStringStore.dataSource !=
newVal) {
dataStringStore.dataSource =
newVal;
if
(chartConfigObject.dataFormat === 'json') {
chartConfigObject.dataSource = JSON.parse(newVal);
setChartData();
} else {
chartConfigObject.dataSource = newVal;

if

(chartConfigObject.dataFormat === 'xml') {
chart.setXMLData(newVal);
} else if
(chartConfigObject.dataFormat === 'jsonurl') {
chart.setJSONUrl(newVal);
} else if
(chartConfigObject.dataFormat === 'xmlurl') {
chart.setXMLUrl(newVal);

}
}
}
}
},
'type': {
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ifExist: false,
observer: function(newVal) {
if (newVal &&
chartConfigObject.type != newVal) {
chartConfigObject.type =
newVal;
createFCChart();
}
}
},
'config': {
ifExist: false,
observer: function(newVal) {
var configObj,
attr,
doReRender = false;
if (newVal) {
configObj =
JSON.parse(newVal);
for (attr in configObj) {
// detect the value change
if
(chartConfigObject[attr] != configObj[attr]) {
doReRender = true;
chartConfigObject[attr] = configObj[attr];
}
}
if (doReRender) {
createFCChart();
}
}
}
}
},
// data componenet observers
DCObserver: {
'chart': {
ifExist: true,
observer: function(newVal) {
if (chartConfigObject.dataFormat
=== 'json' && typeof chartConfigObject.dataSource == "object" &&
dataStringStore.chart != newVal) {
dataStringStore.chart =
newVal;
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chartConfigObject.dataSource.chart = JSON.parse(newVal);
setChartData();
}
}
},
'data': {
ifExist: true,
observer: function(newVal) {
if (chartConfigObject.dataFormat
=== 'json' && typeof chartConfigObject.dataSource == "object" &&
dataStringStore.data != newVal) {
dataStringStore.data = newVal;
chartConfigObject.dataSource.data = JSON.parse(newVal);
setChartData();
}
}
},
'categories': {
ifExist: true,
observer: function(newVal) {
if (chartConfigObject.dataFormat
=== 'json' && typeof chartConfigObject.dataSource == "object" &&
dataStringStore.categories != newVal) {
dataStringStore.categories =
newVal;
chartConfigObject.dataSource.categories = JSON.parse(newVal);
setChartData();
}
}
},
'dataset': {
ifExist: true,
observer: function(newVal) {
if (chartConfigObject.dataFormat
=== 'json' && typeof chartConfigObject.dataSource == "object" &&
dataStringStore.dataset != newVal) {
dataStringStore.dataset =
newVal;
chartConfigObject.dataSource.dataset = JSON.parse(newVal);
setChartData();
}
}
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},
'linkeddata': {
ifExist: true,
observer: function(newVal) {
if (chartConfigObject.dataFormat
=== 'json' && typeof chartConfigObject.dataSource == "object" &&
dataStringStore.linkeddata != newVal) {
dataStringStore.linkeddata =
newVal;
chartConfigObject.dataSource.linkeddata = JSON.parse(newVal);
setChartData();
}
}
},
'trendlines': {
ifExist: true,
observer: function(newVal) {
if (chartConfigObject.dataFormat
=== 'json' && typeof chartConfigObject.dataSource == "object" &&
dataStringStore.trendlines != newVal) {
dataStringStore.trendlines =
newVal;
chartConfigObject.dataSource.trendlines = JSON.parse(newVal);
setChartData();
}
}
},
'vtrendlines': {
ifExist: true,
observer: function(newVal) {
if (chartConfigObject.dataFormat
=== 'json' && typeof chartConfigObject.dataSource == "object" &&
dataStringStore.vtrendlines != newVal) {
dataStringStore.vtrendlines =
newVal;
chartConfigObject.dataSource.vtrendlines = JSON.parse(newVal);
setChartData();
}
}
},
'annotations': {
ifExist: true,
observer: function(newVal) {
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if (chartConfigObject.dataFormat
=== 'json' && typeof chartConfigObject.dataSource == "object" &&
dataStringStore.annotations != newVal) {
dataStringStore.annotations =
newVal;
chartConfigObject.dataSource.annotations = JSON.parse(newVal);
setChartData();
}
}
},
'colorrange': {
ifExist: true,
observer: function(newVal) {
if (chartConfigObject.dataFormat
=== 'json' && typeof chartConfigObject.dataSource == "object" &&
dataStringStore.colorrange != newVal) {
dataStringStore.colorrange =
newVal;
chartConfigObject.dataSource.colorrange = JSON.parse(newVal);
setChartData();
}
}
},
'lineset': {
ifExist: true,
observer: function(newVal) {
if (chartConfigObject.dataFormat
=== 'json' && typeof chartConfigObject.dataSource == "object" &&
dataStringStore.lineset != newVal) {
dataStringStore.lineset =
newVal;
chartConfigObject.dataSource.lineset = JSON.parse(newVal);
setChartData();
}
}
},
'axis': {
ifExist: true,
observer: function(newVal) {
if (chartConfigObject.dataFormat
=== 'json' && typeof chartConfigObject.dataSource == "object" &&
dataStringStore.axis != newVal) {
dataStringStore.axis = newVal;
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chartConfigObject.dataSource.axis = JSON.parse(newVal);
setChartData();
}
}
},
'connectors': {
ifExist: true,
observer: function(newVal) {
if (chartConfigObject.dataFormat
=== 'json' && typeof chartConfigObject.dataSource == "object" &&
dataStringStore.connectors != newVal) {
dataStringStore.connectors =
newVal;
chartConfigObject.dataSource.connectors = JSON.parse(newVal);
setChartData();
}
}
},
'pointers': {
ifExist: true,
observer: function(newVal) {
if (chartConfigObject.dataFormat
=== 'json' && typeof chartConfigObject.dataSource == "object" &&
dataStringStore.pointers != newVal) {
dataStringStore.pointers =
newVal;
chartConfigObject.dataSource.pointers = JSON.parse(newVal);
setChartData();
}
}
},
'value': {
ifExist: true,
observer: function(newVal) {
if (chartConfigObject.dataFormat
=== 'json' && typeof chartConfigObject.dataSource == "object" &&
dataStringStore.value != newVal) {
dataStringStore.value =
newVal;
chartConfigObject.dataSource.value = JSON.parse(newVal);
setChartData();
}
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}
},
'processes': {
ifExist: true,
observer: function(newVal) {
if (chartConfigObject.dataFormat
=== 'json' && typeof chartConfigObject.dataSource == "object" &&
dataStringStore.processes != newVal) {
dataStringStore.processes =
newVal;
chartConfigObject.dataSource.processes = JSON.parse(newVal);
setChartData();
}
}
},
'tasks': {
ifExist: true,
observer: function(newVal) {
if (chartConfigObject.dataFormat
=== 'json' && typeof chartConfigObject.dataSource == "object" &&
dataStringStore.tasks != newVal) {
dataStringStore.tasks =
newVal;
chartConfigObject.dataSource.tasks = JSON.parse(newVal);
setChartData();
}
}
},
'rows': {
ifExist: true,
observer: function(newVal) {
if (chartConfigObject.dataFormat
=== 'json' && typeof chartConfigObject.dataSource == "object" &&
dataStringStore.rows != newVal) {
dataStringStore.rows = newVal;
chartConfigObject.dataSource.rows = JSON.parse(newVal);
setChartData();
}
}
},
'columns': {
ifExist: true,
observer: function(newVal) {
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if (chartConfigObject.dataFormat
=== 'json' && typeof chartConfigObject.dataSource == "object" &&
dataStringStore.columns != newVal) {
dataStringStore.columns =
newVal;
chartConfigObject.dataSource.columns = JSON.parse(newVal);
setChartData();
}
}
},
'map': {
ifExist: true,
observer: function(newVal) {
if (chartConfigObject.dataFormat
=== 'json' && typeof chartConfigObject.dataSource == "object" &&
dataStringStore.map != newVal) {
dataStringStore.map = newVal;
chartConfigObject.dataSource.map = JSON.parse(newVal);
setChartData();
}
},
},
'markers': {
ifExist: true,
observer: function(newVal) {
if (chartConfigObject.dataFormat
=== 'json' && typeof chartConfigObject.dataSource == "object" &&
dataStringStore.markers != newVal) {
dataStringStore.markers =
newVal;
chartConfigObject.dataSource.markers = JSON.parse(newVal);
setChartData();
}
}
},
}
},
eventsObj = {},
attribs = Object.keys(attrs),
chart = null,
events = {
'*': function(ev, props) {
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if
(eventsObj.hasOwnProperty(ev.eventType)) {
eventsObj[ev.eventType](ev, props);
}
}
},
setDataTimer,
setChartData = function() {
// clear previous dataUpdate timer
if (setDataTimer) {
clearTimeout(setDataTimer);
}
// Update the data with setTimeout
// This will solve the issue of consiquitive
data update within very small interval
setDataTimer = setTimeout(function() {
if (chart && chart.setJSONData) {
chart.setJSONData(chartConfigObject.dataSource);
}
}, 100);
},
createFCChart = function() {
// dispose if previous chart exists
if (chart && chart.dispose) {
chart.dispose();
}
chart = new FusionCharts(chartConfigObject);
/* @todo validate the ready function whether
it can be replaced in a better way */
angular.element(document).ready(function(){
element.ready(function(){
// Render the chart only when angular
is done compiling the element and DOM.
chart = chart.render();
scope[attrs.chartobject] = chart;
});
});
},
dataStringStore = {},
i,
attr,
_eobj,
key,
observableAttr,
chartConfigObject,
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configObj,
dataComponent,
eventScopeArr,
l;
if (attrs.events) {
eventScopeArr = attrs.events.split(".");
l = eventScopeArr.length;
_eobj = scope.$parent;
for (i = 0; i < l; i += 1){
_eobj = _eobj && _eobj[eventScopeArr[i]];
}
if (_eobj) {
for (key in _eobj) {
if (_eobj.hasOwnProperty(key)) {
eventsObj[key.toLowerCase()] =
_eobj[key];
}
}
}
}
for (i = 0; i < attribs.length; i++) {
attr = attribs[i];
if (attr.match(/^on/i)) {
key = attr.slice(2).toLowerCase();
eventsObj[key] = scope.$parent[attrs[attr]];
}
}
chartConfigObject = {
type: attrs.type,
width: attrs.width,
height: attrs.height,
renderAt: element[0],
id: attrs.chartid,
dataFormat: attrs.dataformat || 'json',
dataSource: {},
events: events
};
for (observableAttr in observeConf.NDCObserver) {
attrConfig =
observeConf.NDCObserver[observableAttr];
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if (attrConfig.ifExist === false ||
attrs[observableAttr]) {
attrs.$observe(observableAttr,
attrConfig.observer);
}
}
if (attrs.datasource) {
chartConfigObject.dataSource =
(chartConfigObject.dataFormat === 'json') ?
JSON.parse(attrs.datasource) : attrs.datasource;
dataStringStore.dataSource = attrs.datasource;
}
for (observableAttr in observeConf.DCObserver) {
attrConfig =
observeConf.DCObserver[observableAttr];
dataComponent = attrs[observableAttr];
if (dataComponent) {
attrs.$observe(observableAttr,
attrConfig.observer);
dataStringStore[observableAttr] =
dataComponent;
if (chartConfigObject.dataFormat === 'json' &&
typeof chartConfigObject.dataSource === "object") {
chartConfigObject.dataSource[observableAttr] =
JSON.parse(dataComponent);
}
} else if (attrConfig.ifExist === false) {
attrs.$observe(observableAttr,
attrConfig.observer);
}
}
// add configurations from config
if (attrs.config) {
configObj = JSON.parse(attrs.config);
for (attr in configObj) {
chartConfigObject[attr] = configObj[attr];
}
}
createFCChart();
}
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};
}]);
}());

--------------------XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX--------------

circuit.html
<div>
<h1 align="center">Switching Circuit</h1>
<form>
<div align="center">
<table cellspacing=30>
<tr >
<td>
<table>
<tr><th ><input type="radio"
value="0">R01</th></tr>
<tr><th > <input type="radio"
value="0">R02</th></tr>
<tr><th ><input type="radio"
value="0">R03</th></tr>
<tr><th ><input type="radio"
value="0">R04</th></tr>
<tr><th ><input type="radio"
value="0">R05</th></tr>
<tr><th ><input type="radio"
value="0">R06</th></tr>
<tr><th ><input type="radio"
value="0">R07</th></tr>
<tr><th ><input type="radio"
value="0">R08</th></tr>
<tr><th ><input type="radio"
value="0">R09</th></tr>
<tr><th ><input type="radio"
value="0">R10</th></tr>
<tr><th ><input type="radio"
value="0">R11</th></tr>
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<tr><th ><input type="radio"
value="0">R12</th></tr>
value="0">R13</th></tr>

<tr><th ><input type="radio"
<tr><th ><input type="radio"

value="0">R14</th></tr>
<tr><th ><input type="radio"
value="0">R15</th></tr>
<tr><th ><input type="radio"
value="0">R16</th></tr>
</table>
</td>
<td>
<img id="myImg" src="circuit.jpg" alt="Circuit
img" width="500" height="400">
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</br></br>
<table cellspacing="5" >
<tr>
<th><input type="text" name="DP1" onkeypress="return
isNumberKey(event)" id="dpot1" size="2" />POT 1</th>
<th><input type="text" name="DP2" onkeypress="return
isNumberKey(event)" id="dpot2" size="2" />POT 2</th>
</tr>
</table>
</div>
<div align="center">
<p align="center">
<input type="button" ng-click="uploadFunction()"
value="SET">
<input type="reset" onclick="btndownload.disabled=true"
value="RESET"><br/>
<input type="text" size="55" ng-model="param">
<button id="btndownload" ng-click="download(param)"
disabled>Upload</button> </p>
</div>
</form>
<p align="center"><b>Note:</b> The value of potentiometer must be
between 0 to 127 only.</p>
</p>
</div>
--------------------XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX--------------
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instruction.html
<div ng-show="showIntro" style="height: 650px">
<h1 align="center">Instructions</h1>
<ul>
<li>
<b>Lab 1</b> is Lab 3 in lab handout. Please use (inbuilt) LED 22
for lab programming.
</li>
<li>
<b>Lab 2</b> is Lab 6 in lab handout. Please use digital pin
46,47,48 for lab programming
</li>
<li>
<b>Lab 3</b> is Lab 7 in lab handout. Please use analog input A4
for potentiometer input.
</li>
<li>
<b>Lab 4</b> is Lab 7 (extra credit) in lab handout. Please use
PWM pin 2,3,4,5,6,7 for lab programming.
</li>
<li>
<b>Lab 5</b> is Lab 8 in lab handout. Data pin of 74HC164 is
connected to digital pin 12 and clock pin is connected to digital pin
11 of the Arduino Mega.
</li>
<li>
<b>Project1</b> is first part of final project.Data pin of
74HC164 is connected to digital pin 12 and clock pin is connected to
digital pin 11 of the Arduino Mega.
</li>
<li>
<b>Project2</b> is second part of final project.Data pin of
74HC164 is connected to digital pin 12 and clock pin is connected to
digital pin 11 of the Arduino Mega.Analog pin A0 is used for
photo detector input.
</li>
<li>
<b>Project3</b> is third part of final project.Data pin of
74HC164 is connected to digital pin 25 and clock pin is connected to
digital pin 23 of the Arduino Mega.Analog pin A1 is used for Mic
input.
</li>
</ul>
</div>
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--------------------XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-------------lab.html
<div ng-show="showLab">
<table width="100%">
<tr>
<td>
<table bgcolor="#b3cccc" width="330px">
<tr ><td align="center" colspan="4">Test
Codes<br/></td></tr><br/>
<tr >
<td width="(100/8)%">
<button class="buttonresize" ngclick="callServers('lab1_SOS_Prog_zzzzzzzzzz.ino')">
Lab1
</button>
</td>
<td width="(100/8)%">
<button class="buttonresize" ngclick="callServers('lab2_LED_3IO_zzzzzzzz.ino')">
Lab2
</button>
</td>
<td width="(100/8)%">
<button class="buttonresize" ngclick="callServers('lab3_Digital_Potentiometer_zzzzzzz.ino')">
Lab3
</button>
</td>
<td width="(100/8)%">
<button class="buttonresize" ngclick="callServers('lab4_zzzzzzzzz.ino')">
Lab4
</button>
</td>
</tr>
<tr >
<td width="(100/8)%">
<button class="buttonresize" ngclick="callServers('lab5_RunningBargraphSolution_zzzzzzzzzz.ino')">
Lab5
</button>
</td>
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<td width="(100/8)%">
<button class="buttonresize" ngclick="callServers('prj1_FinalProject1-B_zzzzzzzzz.ino')">
Project1
</button>
</td>
<td width="(100/8)%">
<button class="buttonresize" ngclick="callServers('prj2_FinalProjectPart2_zzzzzzzz.ino')">
Project2
</button>
</td>
<td width="(100/8)%">
<button class="buttonresize" ngclick="callServers('prj3_FinalProject3_zzzzzzzzzz.ino')">
Project3
</button>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</td>
<td>
<table bgcolor="#b3cccc" width="330px">
<tr ><td align="center">User Code<td></tr>
<tr >
<td>
<lab-directive></lab-directive>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</td>
</tr>

<tr >
<!-<td >
<table bgcolor="#b3cccc" width="330px">
<tr><td align="center">Upload code to Nano</td></tr>
<tr>
<td>
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<form action="upload2.php" method="post"
enctype="multipart/form-data">
<div id="selectedFileDiv" class="pure-button
fileContainer pull-left" style="display:none;">
<i class="icon-remove"
onclick="selectNewFile();"></i>
<span id="filename"></span>
</div>
<div id="uploadDiv" class="pure-button
fileContainer pull-left">
<i class="icon-cloud-upload"></i>
<span>Select file</span>
<input type="file" name="fileToUpload"
id="fileToUpload" onchange="enableUpload();" />
</div>
<input type="submit" value="Upload"
id="submitButton"
class="pure-button pure-button-primary pullleft" style="margin-left:10px;"
disabled="disabled" />
</form>
</td>
</tr>
<tr><td></td></tr>
</table>
</td> -->
<td colspan="2">
<table bgcolor="#b3cccc" width="330px">
<tr><td align="center" colspan="2">Play
sound</td></tr>
<tr>
<td colspan="2">
<div>
<audio controls>
<source
src="./uploads/song1.mp3" type="audio/mpeg"/>
Your browser does not
support the audio element.
</audio>
</div>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>
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<button style="font-size:
10px;width:140px;"
ngclick="callServers2('Start_Servo_zzzzzzzzzz.ino')">
Cover LDR
</button>
</td>
<td>
<button style="font-size:
10px;width:140px;"
ngclick="callServers2('Stop_Servo_zzzzzzzzz.ino')">
Uncover LDR
</button>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</td>
</tr>
<!-<tr>
<td align="right" colspan="2">
</td>
<td>
<button class="buttonresize" ngclick="callServers2('Start_Servo_zzzzzzzzzz.ino')">
Close LED
</button>
</td>
<td>
<button class="buttonresize" ngclick="callServers2('Stop_Servo_zzzzzzzzz.ino')">
Open LED
</button>
</td>
<td>
<div>
<audio controls>
<source src="./uploads/song1.mp3"
type="audio/mpeg"/>
Your browser does not support the
audio element.
</audio>
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</div>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align="center" colspan="8">
<br/>
</td>
</tr>
<tr bgcolor="#D3D3D3">
<td align="center" colspan="8">
User Code
<br/>
</td>
</tr>
-->
<!-- <tr bgcolor="#D3D3D3">
<td align="right" colspan="3">
</td>
<td align="right" colspan="4">
<lab-directive></lab-directive>
</td>
<td align="right" colspan="1">
</td>
</tr>
-->
</table>
</div>
--------------------XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-------------labSubDirective.html
<div >
<!-- <form action="upload.php" method="post" enctype="multipart/formdata">
<div id="selectedFileDiv" class="pure-button fileContainer
pull-left" style="display:none;">
<i class="icon-remove" onclick="selectNewFile();"></i>
<span id="filename"></span>
</div>
<div id="uploadDiv" class="pure-button fileContainer pullleft">
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<i class="icon-cloud-upload"></i>
<span>Select file</span>
<input type="file" name="fileToUpload"
id="fileToUpload" onchange="enableUpload();" />
</div>
<input type="submit" value="Upload" id="submitButton"
class="pure-button pure-button-primary pull-left"
style="margin-left:10px;" disabled="disabled" />
</form>
-->
<form action="upload.php" method="post" enctype="multipart/formdata">
<div id="selectedFileDiv3" class="pure-button fileContainer
pull-left" style="display:none;">
<i class="icon-remove" onclick="selectNewFile();"></i>
<span id="filename3"></span>
</div>
<div id="uploadDiv3" class="pure-button fileContainer pullleft">
<i class="icon-cloud-upload"></i>
<span>Select file</span>
<input type="file" name="fileToUpload"
id="fileToUpload3" onchange="enableUpload3();" />
</div>
<input type="submit" value="Upload" id="submitButton3"
class="pure-button pure-button-primary pull-left"
style="margin-left:10px;"
disabled="disabled" />
</form>
</div>
--------------------XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-------------flash.py
import os
import json
import tornado.ioloop
import tornado.web
from time import *
from serial import *
import fileinput
import shutil
import base64
import hashlib
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import urllib
import uuid
import random
import sys
import array
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from PIL import Image
import cStringIO
#import Image
import tornado.httpserver, tornado.ioloop, tornado.options,
tornado.web, os.path, random, string
import tornado.auth
import tornado.escape
import tornado.gen
import tornado.httpserver
import logging
import urlparse
import time
import threading
import functools
import subprocess
from tornado.ioloop import IOLoop
from tornado.web import asynchronous, RequestHandler, Application
from tornado.httpclient import AsyncHTTPClient
from tornado.options import define, options
define("port", default=8889, help="run on the given port", type=int)
cwd=os.getcwd()
serialPort = '/dev/ttyACM0'
serialBaud = 9600
ser = Serial( serialPort, serialBaud, timeout=0, writeTimeout=0 )
sleep(2)

print("Arduino is connected to the USB port")
class Application(tornado.web.Application):
def __init__(self):
handlers = [
(r"/(com.*)", ComHandler ),
(r"/", IndexHandler),
(r"/program", programHandler),
(r"/upload", UploadHandler),

Section 3
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(r"/Temperatures", TableHandler),
(r"/(favicon.ico)", tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path":
cwd}),

(r"/(.*\.png)", tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path": cwd

}),
(r"/(.*\.jpg)", tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path": cwd
}),
(r"/(.*\.js)", tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path": cwd
}),

(r"/(.*\.css)", tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path": cwd

}),
(r"/(.*\.html)", tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path":
cwd }),
]
tornado.web.Application.__init__(self, handlers)

class IndexHandler(tornado.web.RequestHandler):
def get(self):
self.render("flash.html")
class UploadHandler(IndexHandler):

Section 6

def post(self):
import os,sys
shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
file1 = self.request.files['file1'][0]
original_fname = file1['filename']
fileName, fileExtension = os.path.splitext(original_fname )
print(fileExtension)
if (fileExtension!='.ino'):
raise tornado.web.HTTPError(404 ,"Upload .ino format files" )
self.write("Upload .ino format files")
extension = ".ino"
fname = "Remoteflash"
final_filename= fname+extension
output_file = open("/home/azad/" + final_filename, 'w')
output_file.write(file1['body'])
self.redirect("/program")
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class programHandler(UploadHandler):
def get(self):
print("I came here")
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Makefile','/home/azad/flash/blink')
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Remoteflash.ino','/home/azad/flash/blink')
sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
Section 7
sleep(0.05)
open('/home/azad/outputfile.txt', 'w').close()
infile = open("/home/azad/outputfile1.txt", 'r') # open file
for appending
outfile = open("/home/azad/outputfile.txt","a") # open file for
appending
for line in infile.readlines():
outfile.write(line.strip("\n")+" <br>\n")
infile.close()
outfile.close()
in_file = open("/home/azad/outputfile.txt", "rb")
data = in_file.read()
os.system("cd")
print("uploaded")
fhand = open('/home/azad/outputfile.txt')
x=0
for line in fhand:
line = line.rstrip()
if line.startswith('Remoteflash.ino:') :
self.write(line)
x=x+1
if line.startswith('avrdude done') :
self.write(line)
self.write('<br> <b> <style> h2
{color:green} p
{color:brown} </style> <h2>Success!!!No Errors</h2><p><a
href="http://10.158.161.13:8889/">Go Back</a> to GUI Page </p></b>')
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if x>0:
self.write('<br> <b> <style> h2
{color:red} p
{color:red} </style> <h2>Clear the above Errors within your
sketch</h2></b>')
class ComHandler(tornado.web.RequestHandler):
def get(self, url='/'):
print "get"
self.handleRequest()
def post(self, url='/'):
print 'post'
self. handleRequest()
def handleRequest(self):

Section 4

op=self.get_argument('op',None)
print op
if op== "LCD":
print op
shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Makefile','/home/azad/flash/blink')
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/LCD.ino','/home/azad/flash/blink')
sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
sleep(0.05)
if op== "ManualRequest":
print op
fileName123=self.get_argument('file',None)
print fileName123
shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Makefile','/home/azad/flash/blink')
pathname='/var/www/html/uploads/'+fileName123
shutil.copy2(pathname,'/home/azad/flash/blink')
sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
Section 5
sleep(0.05)
if op== "LED":
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shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Makefile','/home/azad/flash/blink')
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/LEDBlink.ino','/home/azad/flash/blink')
sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
sleep(0.05)
if op== "Stepper":
shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Makefile','/home/azad/flash/blink')
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Stepper.ino','/home/azad/flash/blink')
sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
sleep(0.05)
if op== "Seven":
shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Makefile','/home/azad/flash/blink')
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/7seg.ino','/home/azad/flash/blink')
sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
sleep(0.05)
if op== "Reset":
shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Makefile','/home/azad/flash/blink')
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Blank.ino','/home/azad/flash/blink')
sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
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shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Makefile','/home/azad/flash/blink')
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Table1.ino','/home/azad/flash/blink')
sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
sleep(0.05)
if op=="Temperature":
shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Makefile','/home/azad/flash/blink')
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Table.ino','/home/azad/flash/blink')
sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
sleep(0.05)
print "redirecting"
sleep(1)
self.redirect("/Temperatures")
if op=="Update":
ser.write('s')
print "Updating Temperature"
test1=[]
sum1=0
avg1=0
y1=0
for i in range(1,20):
x1=ser.readline()
data1=x1.split(',')
test1.append(data1[0])
for j in range(2,19):
try:
sum1=sum1+float(test1[j])
y1=y1+1
except ValueError:
Status= {'CurrentTemperature': 'Read Error'}
if(y1!=0):
avg1=sum1/y1
avg1=round(avg1)
status = {'CurrentTemperature':avg1 }
print "json", json.dumps(status)
self.write(json.dumps(status))
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ser.flushInput()
class TableHandler(ComHandler):
def get(self):
print "I am collector"
ser.write('l')
test=[]
sum=0.0
avg=0
y=0
self.write("Recent Temperatures in Celsius :")
self.write("</br>")
for i in range(1,201):
x=ser.readline()
data=x.split(',')
test.append(data[0])
for j in range(2,35):
if type(test[j]!='str'):
pass
else:
sum=sum+float(test[j])
y=y+1
if y!=0:
avg=sum/y
print "average temperature:", avg
print len(test)
print type(test[2])
for k in range(1,len(test)):
if(len(test[k])>2):
self.write(test[k])
self.write('</br>')

if __name__ == "__main__":
http_server = tornado.httpserver.HTTPServer(Application())
http_server.listen(options.port)
tornado.ioloop.IOLoop.instance().start()
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--------------------XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX--------------

flash2.py
import os
import json
import tornado.ioloop
import tornado.web
from time import *
from serial import *
import fileinput
import shutil
import base64
import hashlib
import urllib
import uuid
import random
import sys
import array
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from PIL import Image
import cStringIO
#import Image
import tornado.httpserver, tornado.ioloop, tornado.options,
tornado.web, os.path, random, string
import tornado.auth
import tornado.escape
import tornado.gen
import tornado.httpserver
import logging
import urlparse
import time
import threading
import functools
import subprocess
from tornado.ioloop import IOLoop
from tornado.web import asynchronous, RequestHandler, Application
from tornado.httpclient import AsyncHTTPClient
from tornado.options import define, options
define("port", default=8890, help="run on the given port", type=int)
cwd=os.getcwd()
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serialPort = '/dev/ttyUSB0'
serialBaud = 9600
ser = Serial( serialPort, serialBaud, timeout=0, writeTimeout=0 )
sleep(2)

print("Arduino Nano is connected to the USB port")
class Application(tornado.web.Application):
def __init__(self):
handlers = [
(r"/(com.*)", ComHandler ),
(r"/", IndexHandler),
(r"/program", programHandler),
(r"/upload", UploadHandler),
(r"/Temperatures", TableHandler),
(r"/(favicon.ico)", tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path":
cwd}),
(r"/(.*\.png)", tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path": cwd
}),

(r"/(.*\.jpg)", tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path": cwd

}),
(r"/(.*\.js)", tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path": cwd
}),
(r"/(.*\.css)", tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path": cwd
}),

(r"/(.*\.html)", tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path":

cwd }),
]
tornado.web.Application.__init__(self, handlers)

class IndexHandler(tornado.web.RequestHandler):
def get(self):
self.render("flash.html")
class UploadHandler(IndexHandler):
def post(self):
import os,sys
shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
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file1 = self.request.files['file1'][0]
original_fname = file1['filename']
fileName, fileExtension = os.path.splitext(original_fname )
print(fileExtension)
if (fileExtension!='.ino'):
raise tornado.web.HTTPError(404 ,"Upload .ino format files" )
self.write("Upload .ino format files")
extension = ".ino"
fname = "Remoteflash"
final_filename= fname+extension
output_file = open("/home/azad/" + final_filename, 'w')
output_file.write(file1['body'])
self.redirect("/program")

class programHandler(UploadHandler):
def get(self):
print("I came here")
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/nano/Makefile','/home/azad/flash/blink')
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Remoteflash.ino','/home/azad/flash/blink')
sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
sleep(0.05)
open('/home/azad/outputfile.txt', 'w').close()
infile = open("/home/azad/outputfile1.txt", 'r') # open file
for appending
outfile = open("/home/azad/outputfile.txt","a") # open file for
appending
for line in infile.readlines():
outfile.write(line.strip("\n")+" <br>\n")
infile.close()
outfile.close()
in_file = open("/home/azad/outputfile.txt", "rb")
data = in_file.read()
os.system("cd")
print("uploaded")
fhand = open('/home/azad/outputfile.txt')
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x=0
for line in fhand:
line = line.rstrip()
if line.startswith('Remoteflash.ino:') :
self.write(line)
x=x+1
if line.startswith('avrdude done') :
self.write(line)
self.write('<br> <b> <style> h2
{color:green} p
{color:brown} </style> <h2>Success!!!No Errors</h2><p><a
href="http://10.158.161.34:8890/">Go Back</a> to GUI Page </p></b>')
if x>0:
self.write('<br> <b> <style> h2
{color:red} p
{color:red} </style> <h2>Clear the above Errors within your
sketch</h2></b>')
class ComHandler(tornado.web.RequestHandler):
def get(self, url='/'):
print "get"
self.handleRequest()
def post(self, url='/'):
print 'post'
self. handleRequest()
def handleRequest(self):
op=self.get_argument('op',None)
print op
if op== "LCD":
print op
shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/nano/Makefile','/home/azad/flash/blink')
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/LCD.ino','/home/azad/flash/blink')
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sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
sleep(0.05)
if op== "ManualRequest":
print op
fileName123=self.get_argument('file',None)
print fileName123
shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/nano/Makefile','/home/azad/flash/blink')
pathname='/var/www/html/uploads/'+fileName123
shutil.copy2(pathname,'/home/azad/flash/blink')
sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
sleep(0.05)
if op== "LED":
shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/nano/Makefile','/home/azad/flash/blink')
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/LEDBlink.ino','/home/azad/flash/blink')
sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
sleep(0.05)
if op== "Stepper":
shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/nano/Makefile','/home/azad/flash/blink')
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Stepper.ino','/home/azad/flash/blink')
sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
sleep(0.05)
if op== "Seven":
shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/nano/Makefile','/home/azad/flash/blink')
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shutil.copy2('/home/azad/7seg.ino','/home/azad/flash/blink')
sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
sleep(0.05)
if op== "Reset":
shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/nano/Makefile','/home/azad/flash/blink')
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Blank.ino','/home/azad/flash/blink')
sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/nano/Makefile','/home/azad/flash/blink')
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Table1.ino','/home/azad/flash/blink')
sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
sleep(0.05)
if op=="Temperature":
shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/nano/Makefile','/home/azad/flash/blink')
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Table.ino','/home/azad/flash/blink')
sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
sleep(0.05)
print "redirecting"
sleep(1)
self.redirect("/Temperatures")
if op=="Update":
ser.write('s')
print "Updating Temperature"
test1=[]
sum1=0
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avg1=0
y1=0
for i in range(1,20):
x1=ser.readline()
data1=x1.split(',')
test1.append(data1[0])
for j in range(2,19):
try:
sum1=sum1+float(test1[j])
y1=y1+1
except ValueError:
Status= {'CurrentTemperature': 'Read Error'}
if(y1!=0):
avg1=sum1/y1
avg1=round(avg1)
status = {'CurrentTemperature':avg1 }
print "json", json.dumps(status)
self.write(json.dumps(status))
ser.flushInput()
class TableHandler(ComHandler):
def get(self):
print "I am collector"
ser.write('l')
test=[]
sum=0.0
avg=0
y=0
self.write("Recent Temperatures in Celsius :")
self.write("</br>")
for i in range(1,201):
x=ser.readline()
data=x.split(',')
test.append(data[0])
for j in range(2,35):
if type(test[j]!='str'):
pass
else:
sum=sum+float(test[j])
y=y+1
if y!=0:
avg=sum/y
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print "average temperature:", avg
print len(test)
print type(test[2])
for k in range(1,len(test)):
if(len(test[k])>2):
self.write(test[k])
self.write('</br>')

if __name__ == "__main__":
http_server = tornado.httpserver.HTTPServer(Application())
http_server.listen(options.port)
tornado.ioloop.IOLoop.instance().start()
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APPENDIX C
Timeline for Thesis
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APPENDIX D
LAB HANDOUTS
LAB 1
ELE356
Lab 1
Basic Functionality

Name__________________________________
Name__________________________________

Purpose: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to examine the basic functionality of the
Arduino microcontroller board.
Introduction:
By now, you should have purchased the Nano or equivalent Arduino product. If you have been
curious, you may have browsed the Arduino website to learn more. If you have not, examine the
datasheet and schematic provided by the instructor.
This lab will present the basic functionality of the Arduino Nano. Keep in mind that this is a lowend product intended for study and experimentation. As your programming skills progress, and
the need for advanced processing capabilities changes, higher-end models of the board may be
purchased.
The integrated development environment (IDE) is a Windows-based tool that provides the
necessary features to write code, compile and debug code, and download the executable code
to the board. The Arduino IDE provides a graphical user interface (GUI) that contains a text editor
for writing the source code. Many of the steps are usually presented during the course lecture.
The usual sequence of developing code consists of the following steps:
1. Writing source code (assembly code, C, C++, Pascal, etc.)
2. Compiling (parsing for syntax, generating object code)
3. Linking (connecting all objects together)
4. Generating executable code (hex, s-records, etc.)
Getting Started:
We will be using several of the tutorial examples from the Arduino home page to demonstrate the
programming and functionality of the digitial and analog ports and signal processing capabilities
before working on large-scale projects.
These resources can be found here: http://arduino.cc/en/Tutorial/HomePage. These resources
can also be accessed from the IDE.
In this exercise, you will take some existing code, make modifications, and see what happens. In
the next lab, we will write our own codes to run and upload!
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Preliminary Steps:
1. Open the IDE by clicking on the Arduino icon.
2. Go to: File -> Examples -> 01. Basics -> Blink to open the blink.ino file
3. From the toolbar, click on the verify/compile button. Observe the compiling process and
messages. If the source code compiled successfully, a “Done compiling” string should
appear at the bottom.
4. Now upload the program to the board by pressing the upload button on the toolbar. If the
source code compiled successfully, a “Done uploading” string should appear at the
bottom and the on-board LED should start blinking on/off for a second.

Section 1 – Comments:
Using the blink.ino example, we will comment out certain lines of code and make the program
syntactically incorrect. This means the program will not compile, and will generate a compiler error
message. We are going to track what error messages happen under what conditions. To
comment, use a double forward slash, //. NOTE: don’t forget to uncomment what you previously
commented before going to the next task.
For each task, write what message the compiler says.
Task
Comment out the int led=13 line and
compile

Outcome
error: ‘led’ was not declared in this scope

Comment out the void setup(){ line and
compile

error: expected constructor, destructor, or
type conversion before ‘{‘ token

Remove a semicolon on any of the lines of
code and compile

error: expected ‘;’ before ‘digitalWrite’ (if
removed first delay(1000); line inside void
loop

Comment out the pinMode(led,OUTPUT)
line and upload the program to the board.
(did the program compile? is the program
running on the board?)

program compiles, but because no output pin
is defined, no LED turns on/off
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Last task was to show how certain “errors” such as not defining I/O pins in your code may not
lead to compiler errors, but will appear in your hardware design (i.e. no LEDs lighting up or no
signal on the output).
Section 2 – Hello, World!
We will write a very short line of code, and understand how to use and read signals from the serial
monitor. The serial monitor will be used extensively in future labs, and can be used as a means
to troubleshoot your projects. Make sure anything commented out from the first section is
uncommented, or simply reopen the blink.ino file.
Inside the void setup(){ brackets, write the following lines of code:
Serial.begin(9600);
Serial.println(“Hello, World!”);
Compile and upload the program. You should see the LED still flashing. Open up the serial
monitor by going to: Tools -> Serial Monitor. A window should pop up displaying the string “Hello,
World!”
Now uncomment the Serial.begin(9600); line. Compile/upload the program, and open the
serial monitor. What do you observe? Is there any message displayed?
____________________________________________________________________________
Now uncomment that line, and re-upload the program. You should see the string appear on the
serial monitor again. The begin() function sets the data rate in bits per second (baud) for serial
transmission between the Arduino processor and the computer. You may use several different
rates, but for the purposes of this and future labs in this course, a baud rate of 9600 is sufficed.
Show the instructor or TA your code with “Hello, World!” displayed on the serial monitor to have
them sign off. Attach a word document of your code with you and your partner(s) names at the
top. Do not copy the code directly from the IDE, try to copy and paste your code on a word
document.
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LAB 2
ELE356
Lab 2
Name____________________________________
Basic Functionality
Name____________________________________
Purpose: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to examine an assembly language program
as embedded into the C compiler used by Arduino. The assembly code for a blink program will
be examined and compared to the C version supplied by Arduino examples.
Introduction:
By now you should have purchased the Nano or equivalent Arduino product. During the previous
lab the IDE was examined. You should have observed that editing code, compiling code and
viewing errors was is a simple process.
This lab will again present the basic functionality of the Arduino Nano. A delay function in
assembly will be called to flash the on-board LED. You will be required to study this program and
answer some questions about the instructions and the program execution itself. Plus we will
compare the efficiency of both this and the C version.
Getting Started:
A program ‘sketch’ of the embedded assembly program is supplied with this lab. Download it
onto the PC and then load it into the Arduino. (Compile it and upload it.) This may take some
time so be patient.
Once loaded it will blink the on-board LED. Record the number of bytes required for this program:
_____________________________. We will compare the C version with this number later.

Looking at the code and the schematic for the Arduino supplied, answer the following questions.
1) Where is the LED located on the ATMega chip? What port and bit? ( 1 pt )
2) What assembly commands turn on and off the led? ( 1 pt )
3) Explain all the commands that are used in this program, their registers and their values. (2 pt)
4) Explain the Main program and the subroutine. Flow chart both in your explanation. (2 pt)
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5) Explain the timing of the delay for the on and off times. Calculate the on-time and the offtime. (2pts)
Hint: The crystal frequency on your board will have to be known but you will also have to
account for all the instruction cycles executed delay and whether or not the instruction has one,
two or three cycles. You will have to refer to the instruction table that shows this.

6) Now find the Blink routine supplied with the Arduino in its examples. Load, compile, and upload
the program. Note the number of bytes it requires and record it here: ____________________
What is the difference in bytes saved?
(1pt)

____________________________________________

7) With what you know now about assembly language and how to embed it into the Arduino C
code, what changes would you make to do something different? This is entirely up to you? (1 pt)

8) Attach a copy of your code and output as one copy per group. The instructor or TA must
observe your working code and initial this page to get credit for the assignment.
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LAB 3
ELE356
Lab 3
Basic Functionality

Name____________________________________
Name____________________________________

Purpose: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to examine the basic functionality of the
Arduino microcontroller board using digital I/O and timers.
Introduction:
By now you should have purchased the Nano or equivalent Arduino product. During the previous
lab the IDE was examined. You should have observed that editing code, compiling code and
viewing errors was is a simple process.
This lab will again present the basic functionality of the Arduino Nano. A series of delay functions
will be called and subsequently strobing (sequentially flashing) the on-board LED will be used.
Getting Started:
The International Morse code has been used extensively since the 1860s. It’s no surprise that it
is still used in radio communications. Morse signaling has gained notoriety as an international
distress signal, where typically the letters SOS are sent by radio or flashing lights. Some may
consider this signaling method obsolete with current technology as a bitstream containing millions
of bits can be sent digitally per second using computer technology. Many of the home and
industrial security systems strobe the letters SOS on a display panel; using a single LED to
indicate a trouble alarm or generic system fault is common.
In this exercise, the Morse letters SOS will be generated and continuously strobed with precise
timing.
Do the following:
1. Open the blink sketch from the getting started folder contained in the Arduino IDE.
2. Connect the USB cable to the Arduino and computer communications port. Select the
appropriate Arduino board and com port from the pull down menus.
3. Compile and upload to your board. Several of the on-board LEDs should flash indicating
that the USB communications is occurring.
4. Examine the code, note that all I/O must be initialized. This single line is used initialize
pin 13, also known as D13 pinMode(led, OUTPUT); Do not modify this line.
5. Examine the loop() sequence of code. The digitalWrite() and delay() functions are called.
The HIGH and LOW descriptors intuitively place a logic 1 and logic 0 on the pin. The
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delay(value) function forces a delay before executing the next instruction, where the
value is a numerical constant in milliseconds. 1000ms = 1s.
6. Change the delay value immediately following the digitalWrite(led, HIGH) to 100. This
will set the high time to 100ms.
7. Change the delay value immediately following the digitalWrite(led, LOW) to 3000. This
will set the off time to 3 seconds.
8. Compile and upload. Observe the short on time during the three second period.
Now, your task is to implement the series of events by strobing the internal LED with an SOS
message. The letters are defined as:
S = “. . . “
O = “- - -”
S = “. . . “
That is, the letter S is three short pulses followed by letter O which contains three long pulses.
You need to create the timing sequence as follows:
The “.” must be ON for 100ms followed by 100ms OFF between successive “.” pulses.
The space between letters must be 500ms OFF.
The “-” must be ON for 300ms followed by 100ms OFF between successive “-“ pulses.
The code sequence must be contained in the loop() function – remain in an infinite loop.
You must write the code such that for loops for each letter are implemented. Think about this…
How many times is the letter “S” used? It makes sense to use a loop for each letter and call it as
often as needed. DO NOT WRITE LINEAR CODE THAT SEQUENTIALLY PRINTS EACH
LETTER ONLY ONCE IN THE MAIN LOOP. You must create a function for each letter. Failure
to do this will result in a deduction of points.
Attach a copy of your finished sketch to this report, one copy per group. The instructor must
observe your working code and initial this page to get credit for the assignment.
How to test your code using Remote labs:
To use the remote lab, Please use the inbuilt LED 22 in Arduino mega. You can run the test code
by clicking Lab1 tab on GUI. If you want to test your own code please use the select file section
of the GUI and upload your code to see the result.
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LAB 4
ELE356
Lab 4
Name____________________________________
Assembly programming using Atmel AVR
Name____________________________________
Purpose: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to examine the execution of an assembly
program using Atmel AVR 7.0.

Introduction:
Atmel Studio is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for writing and debugging
AVR/ARM applications in Windows XP/Windows VISTA/Windows 7/8 environments.
Atmel Studio provides a project management tool, source file editor, simulator, assembler
and front-end for C/C++, programming and on-chip debugging.
Atmel Studio supports the complete range of ATMEL AVR tools. Each new release contains
the latest updates for the tools and as well as support for new AVR/ARM devices.
Getting Started:
Steps to work on Atmel studio 7 software simulator for assembly programming
Steps to work on Atmel studio 7 software simulator:
Open the folder engineering programs on the desktop.
Click on Atmel studio 7.
You’ll see a start page. Then click on new project which is on to the left side of the start page.
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Choose assembler which is on to the left side of the new project page.

Then click on AVR assembler project.
Give some name to the project and click ok.
Then choose the device (say ATMega32) on the device selection page and click ok.
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A default program window opens up where you can erase that default program and write your
own program code.

Select no tool on the task bar and click on the box which is below “selected
debugger/programmer” and select simulator.
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Click on build then click on build assemblyapplication2.

Or you can directly click on build assemblyapplication2.

Now go to debug and select “start debugging and break”.
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Or you can directly select “start debugging and break”.

You’ll see the debugging process of your code.
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You can observe the processor status on to the left of your debugging page.
Now to observe the execution of step by step instructions click on debug and select step over.
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Or you can directly select step over.
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As you go on clicking the step over button you can observe the instruction execution and see
the processor status, clock cycles.
You can observe the processor status which shows that Y is loaded with 0x1000.

And the process goes on.
Attach a copy of your finished sketch and processor window (simulated output) to this report, one
copy per group. The instructor or TA must observe your working code and initial this page to get
credit for the assignment.
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LAB 5
ELE356
Lab 5
C programming using Atmel AVR

Name_________________________________
Name_________________________________

Purpose: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to examine the execution of an assembly
program using Atmel AVR 7.0.
Introduction:
Atmel Studio is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for writing and debugging
AVR/ARM applications in Windows XP/Windows VISTA/Windows 7/8 environments.
Atmel Studio provides a project management tool, source file editor, simulator, assembler
and front-end for C/C++, programming and on-chip debugging.
Atmel Studio supports the complete range of ATMEL AVR tools. Each new release contains
the latest updates for the tools and as well as support for new AVR/ARM devices.
Getting Started:
There are two parts to this Lab:
1. Steps to work on Atmel studio 7 software simulator for C programming
a. This step is purely informational to review the steps for simulating a C program in
Atmel Studio 7.
b. If you know this already you may skip to step 2.
2. Assignment to sort an array of 20 numbers in descending order using ‘for’ loops
a. The numbers should arranged randomly within the range of 0-100
b. Your starting array will be defined within the program.
c. Screen capture your program and your watch window of the sorted array and
attach to this document to submit to BB
d. Let your TA or instructor know that you have finished so that they can sign you
out. This is a new procedure; rather than signing-in, you will be signed out after
reviewing your work.
Steps to work on Atmel studio 7 software simulator for C programming
Open the folder ‘engineering programs’ on the desktop.
Click on Atmel studio 7.
You’ll see a start page. Then click on new project which is on to the left side of the start page.
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Choose C/C++ which is on to the left side of the new project page.

Then click on GCC C Executable project.
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Give some name to the project (say GccApplication2) and click ok.
Then choose the device (ATMega328P) on the device selection page and click ok.

A default program window opens up where you can erase that default program and write your
own program code.
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Select no tool on the task bar and click on the box which is below “selected
debugger/programmer” and select simulator.
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Click on build then click on build Gccapplication2.

Now go to debug and select “start debugging and break”.
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You’ll see the debugging process of your code.

To observe the step by step execution, we need to right click on the variables (say temp) and
then click on ‘add watch’.
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Then click on step over and observe the watch window (observe the value and type) below your
main window. Also you can observe the registers and verify the register values in processor
status window.
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This is a sample C program with an array of 10 elements. You can write your own C code and
observe the execution step by step.
Attach a copy of your finished sketch and processor window (simulated output) to this report, one
copy per group. The instructor or TA must observe your working code and initial this page to get
credit for the assignment.
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LAB 6
ELE356

Lab 6

Name__________________________________
Name__________________________________

Purpose: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to examine the basic functionality of the Arduino
microcontroller board and learning how to setup 3 port pins to drive 6 LEDs through combinations of ones
and zeroes while setting others as inputs to drive one LED at a time.
Introduction:
Setup the following arrangement of LEDs on a breadboard.
 It is recommended to test them using a power supply before connecting them to your Arduino.
 For instance if you connect 5V to IO1 and Ground to IO2 LED1 should go on. This is the
equivalent of outputting a 1 to IO1 and a zero to IO2 while IO3 is open.
 If you reverse those connections LED2 will go on. This is the equivalent of outputting a 0 on IO1
and a 1 on IO2 while IO3 is open.
 From these examples the other LEDs can be figured out in a similar fashion.
 Since we will have 3 pins connected, the unused pin will need to be setup as a high impedance to
simulate an ‘open’ line. Setting it up as an input with the appropriate DDR register will do this.
 Create a table for the different combinations.
 You will choose which port and pins to use on the Arduino.
Port _____ Pins:
1

Hi-Z

LED#
1
2
3
4
5
6

0

R1
220

IO1
R2

LED2

220

LED1

LED3

IO2

LED6
R3

LED4

Only use LEDs of the same color

LED5

220

IO3






Once you have tested your LEDs and created your table you can connect your Arduino pins that
you have selected to the breadboard of LEDs.
Proceed to write your code to turn-on one LED at a time in a sequence as follows:
LED#: 1 – 2 - 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 5 – 4 – 3 – 2 – 1 and so on repeating this pattern.
Keep each illuminated LED on for about .5s before proceeding to the next.
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Show your working code to the TA or instructor and turn in your code pasting into this document below and
turning it into BB to get the full credits.

How to test your code using Remote labs:
To use the remote lab, Please use the inbuilt digital pin 46,47,48 of Arduino mega. You can run
the test code by clicking Lab2 tab on GUI. If you want to test your own code please use the select
file section of the GUI and upload your code to see the result.
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LAB 7
ELE356
Lab 7
Name____________________________________
Advanced Functionality
Name____________________________________
Be sure to read this entire document to the end.
Purpose: The purpose of this laboratory exercise is to examine the extended functionality of the Arduino
microcontroller board using analog inputs and internal hardware such as the analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) and the pulse width modulator or PWM, digital to analog output method.
Introduction:
We are now moving forward by investigating many of the other functions contained in microcontrollers.
Here we will examine the ADC by writing code that reads an ADC input, perform averaging, perform
scaling and output the value to the USB port.
This is a useful link for the Arduino language reference:
https://www.arduino.cc/en/Reference/HomePage
Part 1: 10 points
Perform the following hardware steps:
1. Obtain the schematic for your Arduino board: Uno:
https://www.arduino.cc/en/uploads/Main/arduino-uno-schematic.pdf Nano:
https://www.arduino.cc/en/uploads/Main/ArduinoNano30Schematic.pdf
2. Locate the analog reference pin (AREF). Tie the pin with a breadboard jumper to the +5V pin.
3. Obtain a 10k or 50k single-turn potentiometer (pot). Connect one end of the pot to +5V, the other
end to ground and the wiper to the A0 pin of the board using jumpers.
If you are not familiar with ADC functionality, the resolution is determined by the number of bits used in
the converter stage. The common ADCs contain 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16 bits. The more bits, the finer the
incremental resolution of input voltage. The microcontrollers used in the Arduino boards contain 10 bit
ADCs, or 210 = 1024. Hence, there will be 1024 possible values (0 to 1023) of a captured analog sample.
Because the AREF pin is tied to +5V, the resolution per bit will be 5.0 V / 1024 bits = 4.88mV / bit. The
method of summing and dividing by the total number of samples is known as boxcar averaging. This
method behaves as a low-pass filter using software.
Software requirements:
1. Locate and open AnalogReadSerial.ino from the example folder. Save the sketch using an alternate
name.
2. Create a loop to read 32 successive samples.
3. Get average of the samples.
4. Convert the average to a voltage value. Use the above resolution explanation to calculate the exact
voltage.
5. Print the value using the serial monitor. Locate the serial monitor in the tools tab. The output must be
formatted to display: average= aaaa ADC, V= v.vv volts.
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6. Delay 100 ms per loop. Do not delay between individual samples, but delay after the 32 samples and
average has been acquired.
7. If the code is working correctly, the voltage at the wiper of the pot will be printed on the serial monitor
screen in the range of 0.0 V to +5.0 V. Measure the actual voltage on the pot using the DMM or the scope
to verify.
8. If the averaging routine is working properly, the values should be in the range of 0 to 1023. (10pts)
Hint: several variables will need to be defined as float for proper operation.
Save your code. It will be used for next lab.

Part II: PWM output based on the ADC input 10 points
We are now building on some of the basic principles that were learned by writing to the digital I/O ports.
This lab is an extension of the I/O, we will configure and employ the pulse width modulator (PWM) to work
with the ADC input above.
Pulse width modulation is a simple technique employed in control systems to digitally control speed,
voltage, current and power. Given a constant period, the ON time and OFF time of a digital output can be
set such that the ratio of the ON time to period is the percent duty cycle. The PWM output can be used to
control the intensity of an LED or it can be filtered with an RC network to convert it to a DC voltage.
The figure below shows several scenarios.

Specifically, %

=

, an hence, if the ON time = 0, then duty cycle is 0%; likewise if the ON time

is equal to the period T, then the percent duty cycle is 100%. Using the PWM is a convenient method of
controlling the brightness of a lamp or LED. If the digital PWM signal is integrated, the average value is
equivalent to the duty cycle.
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1. Open the Arduino help page, locate the analogWrite(), analogRead() function explanation and
study its operation.
2. Output the PWM to an LED with a resistor to raise and lower its intensity based on the position of
the pot in Part 1 above. (10pts)
EC: 5 points
1. All Arduino products should have six (6) PWM output lines.
2. Implement a breadboard using six (6) LEDs and current limit resistors to generate a moving wave
such that only one LED ramps up and then ramps down and subsequently sequences to the next
LED until all six have generated an “apparent wave”. (connect each of the LEDs to a PWM pin)
Instructor or TA must observe proper operation and have you sign-out.
Print and attach copy of your source code within this WORD document. Work graded on “clean,
commented” code.

Further notes about this and future labs and projects:
Starting with this lab and all future labs / projects, your source code must contain sufficient comments
and headers that describe the thought process. Moreover, commenting code is standard practice in
industry for several reasons. The comments and headers provide details to others who continue
projects or need to modify source code at a later date and it serves to jog your memory after the code
not been looked at in several months or years. Uncommented or poorly commented code will
receive fewer overall points when graded.
Remember that comments in C++ and Arduino use double forward slashes (//) to comment a line of
code and a block of text can be enclosed using /* before and */ after. Again, see the Arduino examples
in the development environment.
Your header must contain the names and roles of each team member in addition to a verbose
description of the project (what it does and how it works). This includes all activity especially when
designing and troubleshooting projects of higher complexity. The header should look like this:
// ELE 356 Project 0
// Lab # or project number
// Description of code (what does it do).
/* The purpose of this project is to use the Arduino Uno to read analog signals generated by ….
// Members of the group
// John Smith – built hardware, tested ADC loop.
// Will Johnson – wrote main code loop, tested code and hardware
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// Ralph “Gizmo” Bell – wrote code, performed troubleshoot working prototype.
Remember that these comments are not compiled and do not affect the operation of the code. The
comments also reflect the capabilities of the team to work together and function as a cooperative group.
All team members should be contributing to the overall group effort or they should not be included in
the credits.

How to test your code using Remote labs:
To use the remote lab, Please use the Analog Pin A4 of Arduino mega for potentiometer input.
You can run the test code by clicking Lab3 tab on GUI. If you want to test your own code
please use the select file section of the GUI and upload your code to see the result.
For Extra Credit : Please use PWM pin number 2,3,4,5,6,7 for your programming. You can
run the test code by clicking Lab4 tab on GUI. If you want to test your own code please use
the select file section of the GUI and upload your code to see the result.
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LAB 8

ELE356
Lab8
Name____________________________________
Name____________________________________
Purpose: The purpose of this project is to examine the extended functionality of the Arduino
microcontroller board using advanced I/O hardware, specifically the serial peripheral interface
(SPI).
Description:
The goal of the project is to implement a bargraph display driver. This driver will also be used in
the next Project. The project, when functional by your design, will serially shift data to a 74HC164
shift register / latch and illuminate a bargraph display. The bargraph must show only one
illuminated LED and cascade the illuminated LED sequentially to either the left or right in a
continuous loop. The suggested step rate is 100 ms or longer.
The display should appear to perform as in the example image below for the first three steps.

Do the Following to get the hardware and software working correctly:
 Obtain one bargraph. Only eight of the ten segments will be needed.
 Obtain one 74HC164 serial shift register / data latch.
 Open the Arduino help page and study the shiftOut() examples.
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Examine the 74HC164 data sheet and the Arduino schematic to interface the two
devices. The HC164 requires the use of clock and data signals. The Arduino will use the
SCLK and MOSI pins.

Constraints:
1. Creating a timing variable called “t0” that can be changed to control the step time.
2. The LEDs must be used in a common cathode configuration; Arduino must source current.
Hence, the LEDs should have the cathode at ground (Vss) potential.
3. Create an array “outbuff[8]” that contains the eight distinct LED values.
o A zero in any bit position should make the LED segment appar dark,
o while a one in any bit position should make the LED segment appear bright.
o Remember that arrays are always indexed such that outbuff[0] will be the first
and outbuff[7] will be the last value.
4. The shift rate must increase linearly so that the bars will sequence faster until a max speed is
attained per the following requirement. Let t0 = 100ms max, t0 should then decrease incrementally
in 5ms steps until it attains a value of 5ms whereby it should be reset to 100ms and loop infinitely.
5. Attach a copy of your finished sketch to this report, one copy per group. The instructor or TA
must observe your working code and initial this page to get credit for the assignment.
There will be a working demo in the lab if you need help. Hints will be provided, but no code
snippets.
How to Use Remote lab for this lab.
To use the remote lab, Please connect the data pin of 74HC164 to digital pin 12 of Arduino
mega and clock pin is connected to digital pin 11 of the Arduino mega. You can run the test
code by clicking Lab5 tab on GUI. If you want to test your own code please use the select file
section of the GUI and upload your code to see the result.

LAB 9
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ELE356

Final Project

Name____________________________________
Name____________________________________

Purpose: The purpose of this project is to examine the extended functionality of the Arduino
microcontroller board using advanced I/O hardware, specifically the serial peripheral interface
(SPI) and the analog-to-digital converter (ADC).
This is the final project for the year. The due date for this will be out 4 weeks from the start of
lab. It is worth 100 points. You are strongly encouraged to pace yourself. Do not wait for the last
week to complete this as you will fail if you do. The lab will be open during your scheduled time
periods for you to work. Minimal assistance will be given except to answer questions about the
project in general. You will be graded on performance, creativity, code comments, and a final
report explaining the circuit and code operation in detail for each of the three parts of this project.
You are expected to do your own research finding datasheets and figuring out how to use the
parts and get them working. The circuits given are minimal. You are given license to change any
part of the given circuits as you see fit to improve on the goals of this project.
Description:
The goal of the project is to implement a bargraph display driver that illuminates any number of
LEDs proportional to the analog input. The project, when functional by your design, will serially
shift data to a 74HC164 (or equivalent) shift register / latch and illuminate the bargraph. The
bargraph must show all LEDs ON in proportion to the averaged analog input. The suggested
refresh rate is 10 ms or longer. The display is used on all three parts of the project.
Materials:
1 ea. LTE-1000G or LTE1000E bar graph LED array
1 ea. 1N4148 high speed diode
1 ea. 74HC164N serial shift register
1 ea. dual or quad opamp (LM2904, MC1458, TL074, etc.)
1 ea. BPW85B phototransistor
1 ea. AOM-6545P microphone element
8 ea. 220Ω resistor (current limit resistor for each bargraph segment)
1 ea. 1k resistor
1 ea. 2.2k resistor
1 ea. 10k resistor
1 ea. 20k resistor
1 ea. 27k resistor
1 ea. 90k resistor
1 ea. 100k resistor
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1 ea. 0.15µF mylar capacitor
1 ea. 0.27µF mylar capacitor
The display should appear to perform as in the image below when displaying an analog voltage
where the input voltage is greater than a specific threshold. That is, an input voltage increase at
the ADC will cause the LEDs to illuminate incrementally for increasing rotation. Remember that
for the bargraph and 74HC164 shift register to function, data must be serially shifted out on the
MOSI pin and the serial clock SCK pin clocks the data in the rising edge in the SPI mode.

1. Remember that the ADC is 10 bit and must be scaled to illuminate only a max of eight
bars. You need to consider a scaling factor.
2. Remember that the input range is 0V to 5V, hence, this range must divided equally to
illuminate eight LEDs proportionally. Don’t forget to tie the AREF pin to +5V.
Hints will be provided, but no code snippets.
Work in teams of two only, more than two seen working on a project will get points deducted.
Note that each Part must be demonstrated to a TA or instructor to obtain credit. Print off the final
sheet as this will be used for signatures and must be turned-in when your project is complete.
Part 1: Basic Bargraph Functionality
Design a code module that generates a bargraph output for any one of these two cases. (10 pts)
A. Generate a random 8-bit digit and display / hold for one second. The number must be
displayed on the serial monitor to verify the output. Format the serial print to display
binary and hex. The bargraph should display the binary value.
B. Generate an 8-bit digit and display / hold for one second by reading a keypress from the
serial monitor. The number must be echoed back on the serial monitor to verify the
output but must be displayed in ASCII. The bargraph should display the binary
equivalent of the ASCII character.
Part 2: Photodetector
Design a code module that displays the ambient light intensity using the phototransistor in the
following figure, where Vphoto is the voltage output to be read by one of the analog channels of
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the Arduino. Suggest writing to the bargraph display once every 1ms. The code must write values
to the bargraph from an array as performed in Project1. (15 pts)

Part 3: Audio Level Indicator
Section 1 – Simulate the microphone amplifier using B2Spice using a 10 mVpp voltage source
for MC1. Note that MC1 is a capacitive microphone element. Perform a frequency response
sweep from 100 Hz to 5 kHz. Perform a transient response simulation at 1 kHz. See section 2
below for description of Vpk. Attach plots for grading. (20 pts).
Section 2 - Design a code module that displays the peak audio signal level using the capacitive
microphone in the following figure, where Vpk is the peak voltage output to be read by one of the
Arduino analog channels. Write to the bargraph display once every loop. That is, do not put any
delays in the loop as the response must be very fast to observe short peaks. Note that D2, C1
and R7 are a peak detector circuit. The code must write values to the bargraph from an array as
performed in Project1. (25 pts.)
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0.27u
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5

D1
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Photodetector f or Part 2.

LM2904
R4
10k

R7
27k

C1
0.15u

Microphone amplif ier f or Part 3.

Final Individual Report (30 pts)
Write a lab report that explains your circuits and programs in detail emphasizing unique,
challenging or critical areas and referencing all schematics, programs and simulations.
Do not copy someone else’s report, even if they were on your team. This must be your work only.
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How to Use Remote lab for this lab.
For Part One :
To use the remote lab, Please connect the data pin of 74HC164 to digital pin 12 of Arduino mega
and clock pin is connected to digital pin 11 of the Arduino mega. You can run the test code by
clicking Project1 tab on GUI. If you want to test your own code please use the select file section
of the GUI and upload your code to see the result.
For Part Two:
To use the remote lab, Please connect the data pin of 74HC164 to digital pin 12 of Arduino mega
and clock pin is connected to digital pin 11 of the Arduino mega. Analog Pin A0 is used for the
photo detector input. You can run the test code by clicking Project 2 tab on GUI. If you want to
test your own code please use the select file section of the GUI and upload your code to see the
result.
For Part Three :
To use the remote lab, Please connect the data pin of 74HC164 to digital pin 12 of Arduino mega
and clock pin is connected to digital pin 11 of the Arduino mega. Analog Pin A1 is used for the
MIC input. You can run the test code by clicking Project 3 tab on GUI. If you want to test your own
code please use the select file section of the GUI and upload your code to see the result.
ELE356 Lab Final Project Sign-off sheet: (Use ink pen)
Student Name: __________________________________
Team Member on Project with you: __________________________________
Part 1:
Signature: _________________
Date: ________________________ Notes:
______________
Part 2:
Signature: _________________
Date: ________________________ Notes:
______________
Part 3:
Signature: _________________
Date: ________________________ Notes:
______________
Student: Turn this sheet in when complete. Only the original will be accepted. Keep this page
safe. Each student must turn one in.

